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Preface

Since the late 1980s, a dynamic

group of faculty and students at Or

egon State University have met and

maintained an informal dialog on the
general topic of forest sustainability. In

1995 those discussions led to the es

tablishment of the Sustainable Forestry

Partnership, supported initially by a

grant from the John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation. The Sus

tainableForestry Partnership hasaccel

erated the momentum of

multidisciplinary activities on campus

and beyond.

One product of the Partnership

was the idea of holding a workshop to
expand the discussion about forest

sustainability beyond the core group of

participants and to engage a broader
rangeof faculty and students in discus

sions about how to implement con

cepts of sustaining both society and
forest resources. The workshop had

three specific goals:

• to positively engage a wide range

of OSU scholars in discussion of

keyforest sustainability issues that

would expand the breadth of dis

course on, and understanding of,

these topics

• to encourage working relation
ships between faculty and students

in different disciplines

• to test this model of scholarship

and interaaion for possible expan
sion to a broader audience.

A steering committee obtained

funding from several campussponsors
and developed a novel format for the

workshop. Background information
written by experts would provide a

foundation that would enable a diverse

group to engage in effective discourse

about sustainabilityon relatively equal
footing. One reality with any

multidisciplinary group (especially fac
ulty!) is that it is difficult to agree on a
definition of sustainability. None of us

would argue against the concept of
sustaining forests or societies. However,
definingsustainability in ways that put

boundarieson space, time, population,
or a multitude of other qualifiers will

eludeconsensus. The steering commit
tee chose not to spend time negotiat
ing those specifics, but instead focused
on a larger issues surrounding

sustainability that would lend them

selves to broad discovery.
Restricting the workshop to the

OSU community wasn't particularly
limiting, but did suggestsome specific

topics. Five topics relevant to sustain

able forestrywereselected by the com
mittee and an essay was commissioned

from experts on each topic (Appendix

A, B). The resulting essays were sent

in advance to all participants, followed

shortly by a series of discussion ques

tions related to issues of sustainability.
The questions were used at the work

shop to facilitate effective small-group

interactions.

Nearly 40 OSU faculty and

graduate students were invited from

four colleges (Liberal Arts, Forestry,

Business, and Agriculture) and from

selected campus service units (Appen
dix C). The participants were chosen

to ensure diversity of background and

to yield about equal numbers ofgradu
ate students, junior faculty, and senior

faculty. The workshop was held at an
off-campusretreat center overa Friday

and Saturday in December 1997.

At the workshop, the five topic

"blocks" were structured so that one

essayist from each topic made a brief

presentation to the whole group and

answered questions. The participants

were then separated for small-group

discussions of assigned questions (Ap

pendix D). After an hour, the full ses

sion was reconvened and each small

group reported key outcomes of their

discussions. These outcomes were re

corded so they could be included with

each essay when the workshop pro

ceedings were published. A meal or
break followed, so that topics were

clearly separated. At the end of the

workshop, two participants were asked

to give summary observations from
their perspectives and a formalwritten

evaluation was completed by all.

The first topic reflected the fact

that many of the natural resource is
sues and conflicts in the Pacific North

westmayarise from significant changes
in public interest or values. Exploring
that topic within a context of

sustainability seemed a natural way to

start the workshop. We had the exper

tise of social scientists Bruce Shindler

and Lori Cramer to provide back

ground and set the stage for small-
group discussions.

One emerging major concern for

North American natural resource de

cisions, especially in the midst of the

Kyoto Conference on global warming,



relates to the issues of ethics and eq
uity that surround developed nations'

interest in the global natural resource
marketplace. We in the United States

must face the reality that each Ameri

can "consumes" an average of over

2500 pounds of wood annually. As a
nation, we use one-third of the global

industrial roundwood (wood harvested

for processing, not fuel) and must im
port to meet our needs, even though

we could produce more if we wanted.

The essay by philosopher Peter List and

economist David Brooks probes these

equity and ethical issues, with a focus

on the Pacific Rim timber market.

Every consumer in the United

States is aware of a growing globaliza
tion of the world of commerce and

trade. In the Pacific Northwest, we

have seensome of the consequences of

globalization, with the explosive
growth of the semiconductor industry

and the well-publicized problems of
Nike, Inc. The Pacific Northwest wood

products industry has long faced the
challenges of a global wood and fiber
market, with rising imports and crash
ing Asian markets. Extension faculty

Eric Hansen and Rick Fletcher teamed

with international business expert Steve
Lawton to explore globalization's

broader ramifications for forest indus

tries in the United States.

Since WorldWarI, technology has

revolutionized our society. Seemingly
incredible achievements occur daily.
Some of these technological advances

solve major world problems—others

have a dark side. We have, however,

grown accustomed to just a short wait

before the next medical or technologi
cal breakthrough resolves the issues, or

at least changes the debate.Wood my-

cologist JeffMorrell and engineer Tom
McLain looked at the past and the fu

ture in a way that highlights some of
the opportunities for technology to af
fect the implementation of sustainabil-

ity, aswell as some of the limits to what

current technology can accomplish.

Last, we come to an issue more

directly affecting the Pacific North
west—managing our forests. Forest

scientists John Tappeiner and Steve

Hobbs identifed and described several

options that residents of the Pacific

Northwest will hear more about in

coming years.

We can measure the success of the

workshop in several ways. Clearly, one

indicator is the successful interaction of

nearly 40 diverse scholars. Time will

tellwhether the workshop has fostered

newworkingrelationships or strength

ened old ones. We believe that we have

taken the first of many steps for the

future. These proceedings are meant to
serve as a reminder of this start and as

a reference for those who attended and

for the many more who could not. We

hope that these essays will serve you,

the reader, as well as they did us.

Workshop SteeringCommittee

March 1998

Thomas McLain, Chair, College of

Forestry

Steve Lawton, College of Business

Peter List, College of Liberal Arts

Scott Reed, College of Forestry

Mark Rickenbach, College of Forestry
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I Discussion Questions

Changing Public Values: Consequences for Pacific Northwest
Forestry

Shindler & Cramer

1. How do our values and attitudes affect our environmental behavior?

What are some of the other factors that influence our environmental

behavior? Which of these are the most important?

2. What changes in institutions (e.g., natural resource agencies) are we
likely to see as a result of shifts in the natural resource management
paradigm?

3. As the Pacific Northwest continues to urbanize, changes its mix of
economics activities, and experiences value and attitude shifts, what
effects will this have on the sustainability of forests?

4. What are the most appropriate forums for discussing resource manage
mentpolicies?

a. Do we have good models of successful forums (e.g., water
shed councils, AMAs)?

"I b. What are legitimate policy topics in these discussions?
c. Who are the appropriate participants?

d. What role should scientists take in these forums?

e. How do we integrate the decisions that occur in various
forums?

5. How do we legitimize and incorporate various kinds of knowledge
(educational, experiential, cultural, scientific, etc.) into resource de
bates and discussions?



changing Public Values:
Consequences for Pacific Northwest Forestry

Bruce Shindler
Lori Cramer

Some of the most controversial

and politicized environmental debates
in the United Statestoday concern the

appropriate management of natural

resources. Certainly this is the case on

public forests in the Pacific Northwest
where, historically, resource extraction
has been the end result of most natu

ral resource policy and management

decisions, regardless of multiple-use
objectives. However, concern forother
values (e.g., wildlife, fish, wilderness,

recreation) re-emerged during the

1960s and has served to broaden the

scope of current forest management.
The renewed emphasis on multiple-use
priorities has resulted in a variety of
economic, ecological, and political de

bates over what constitutes sustainable

forest practices. At the heart of these
debates are differingvalueorientations

(and priorities) for the environment
and about human relationships to

natural systems (Dunlap 1992). Con

flicts that result from these value

clashes are among the most intractable
problems facing natural resource deci-
sion-makers.

Value conflicts are not limited to

managementof public lands. Disagree

ment over forest practices has

prompted the environmental commu

nity to foster ballot initiatives in Cali

fornia and Oregon calling for timber

practice reform on private lands (Davis

et al. 1991; Forest Conservation Coun

cil 1992). Reflecting widespread pub

lic concerns, forest practices acts in
both states have been substantially al

tered in recent years, with provisions

for increased protection of wildlife

habitat, additional scenicbuffersalong

state highways, and stricter require
ments for riparian zones. Currendy, no

debate may be more contentious than
the one over endangered species and
howthe Endangered Species Actaffects
private landowners.

Natural resource managers and

citizens alikeare constantlyevaluating

decisions about their environment,

"but they do not decide simply on

some objective basis of right and
wrong, safe and unsafe. Instead, deci
sions on environmental use are reached

in a social context: they are influenced

by such factors as cultural values and
attitudes toward the environment, so

cial class, and our relationship to oth

ers" (Cable and Cable1995).Although
values and attitudes shape the issues

people see as important, and mayulti
mately influence their behaviors, the
causality between values and behaviors

is never certain.

Over time, numerous social re

searchers have examined changes in the

value structures associated with natu

ral resource management (e.g., Dunlap
1992; Steel et al. 1994; Cramer 1997).

Bengston (1994) summarized the use
fulness of this inquiry by asserting that

managers, policymakers, and scientists

can benefit from a better understand

ing of forest values in several ways:
establishing appropriate goals for eco

system management by shedding light
on normative and ethical questions,

prediainghowpeople will reaa to pro

posed forest practices, and dealing with
inevitable conflicts over public forest

management.

Wesupport Bengston's thesis that

those operating in the public policy

arena need a broader awareness of the

diverse and multidimensional values

associated with forests. Indeed, identi

fying people's values about forest re

sources is important in that it informs
the policy process. We believe, how

ever, that merely possessing this know

ledge does not adequately provide so
lutions to the complex problems fac

ing decision-makers today. Too often,
different social values for forest re

sources mean fundamental differences

in world view and, as we have seen

most recendy, the clash of values clearly

plays out in the political arena (Forest

Ecosystem Management Team

(FEMAT) 1993;Salvage Rider 1995).
When politics is the forum for choos

ing amongvalues, we must go beyond
simple identification of values and im

prove our capacity to sort through

complexity and uncertainty.
Several scientists described the

nature of this dilemma by characteriz

ing it as a "system of problems" prob
lem. Ackoff(1974) acknowledged that

we are increasingly faced with clusters

of interrelatedor interdependent prob

lems of "organized complexity." Such

situations, which cannot be solved in

isolation from one another, form what

Ackoff termed messes. Today, we sort

out a mess through systems methods,

that is, by focusing on relatedprocesses

and interdisciplinary approaches.
Ratherthan breaking thingsdown into

parts and fixing individual compo

nents, we examine interactions among

the parts (King 1993).

Rittel and Webber (1973) recog

nized a more pervasive nature of val

ues problems:

Diverse values are heldby differ

ent groups of individuals—that

7



whatsatisfies one may heahhor-
rent to another, that what com

prisesproblem-solutionfi)r oneis
a problem-generation for an

other. Under such circumstances,

and in theabsence ofoverriding
social theory or overriding social
ethic, there is no determining
which group is rightand which
should have its ends served.

Rittel and Webber (1973) termed

such situations wicked problems.^

Wicked problems result when the

boundaries of messes expand to include
socio-political and moral-spiritual is
sues (King 1993). These become the

kind of problems for which there are
no "solutions." In short, strategies for
dealing with messes may be relatively

straightforward when values areshared;

wicked problems require a re-examina
tion of management approaches that

may push people beyond traditional
problem-solving strategies, and even

beyond their personal comfort zones.
Messes and wickedproblemsseem

to describe much of the forestry debate
in the Pacific Northwest. Our assertion

in this discussion is that understand

ing public values is just the beginning
in the forest policy dilemma. We will

need to go beyond this first step to
examine what differing social values
mean for implementing forest

'Manyforest professionals were introduced

to the term wicked problems byAllen and

Gouldin a 1986Journal ofForestry

article. In theirprovocative piece, they

borrow thephrasefrom thesystems analysis

research ofRitteland Webber (1973) and

use it to castpublicforestry in a new light.
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sustainability over the long term. The
purpose of this paper is threefold: 1)

to provide a conceptual context based
on a review of the literature on shifts

in social values, includingkeyvariables

associated with the formation of val

ues about forests; 2) to examine our

management and research institutions

as they attempt to address recentshifts
in forest values; and 3) to discuss the

implications for publicforest manage
ment, given the nature of messes and

wicked problems.

Changing Social Values

In the decades following World
War II, a number of fundamental

changes occurred in advanced indus

trial nations, especially those identified

as the "western democracies" (Dalton

1988). The basic structures of indus

trial societies were altered, largely by
economic growth in the 1950s and

1960s, and social commentators noted

a newstage of socioeconomic develop
ment they labeled "postindustrial"

(Rosenau 1992). Many studies have
examined the social, economic, and

political implicationsof post-industri
alism (e.g., Touraine 1971; Bell 1973;

Heisler 1974; Steel et al. 1992).

Postindustrial societies are characterized

by a number of traits, including eco

nomic dominance of the service sector

over manufacturing and agriculture,

complex nationwide communication

networks, a high degree of economic

activity based on an educated

workforce that employs scientific

knowledge and technology, a high level
of public mobilization (including the
rise of new social causes such as the

environmental movement), increasing
populationgrowth and employment in
urban areas, and historically unprec

edented societal affluence (Inglehart
1977; Sussman and Steel 1991;

Galston 1992).

It has also been argued that the
advent of postindustrial society has al

teredindividual value structures among
citizens, such that "higherorder" needs

(e.g., quality of life) have begun to sup
plant more fundamental subsistence

needs as the motivation for societal

behavior (Yankelovich 1981; Flanagan
1982; Inglehart 1991). These changes
are often manifested in personal atti
tudes related to natural resources and

the environment (e.g., Lovrich and
Pierce 1986; Steger et al. 1989). For

example, Whitelaw (1992) asserted

that here in Oregon, the unique envi
ronmental assets and favorable living
conditions—not its available timber—

are what attract well-educated, well-

trained personnel and advanced indus

trial firms to the region, ultimately
driving the state's growing economy.

Shifting value orientations have

resulted in two conflicting manage
ment paradigms concerning natural
resources. These paradigms and the
societal shifts associated with them

have been well articulated by Brown
and Harris (1992) and Bengston
(1994), as well as others. The two com

peting natural resource paradigms—

derived from the ideas of Gifford

Pinchot and Aldo Leopold, respec

tively—have been labeled the "Domi
nant Resource Management Paradigm"

and the postmodern, "New Resource

Management Paradigm" (Table 1).The
former view advocates the utilitarian

belief that the management of natural



resources ought to be directed toward
the production of goods and services

beneficial to humans, whereas the lat

ter takes a relatively biocentric view

that reflects a more holistic way of

thinking about natural resources. In
terms of implementation, the
postmodern paradigm questions the

wisdom of top-down decision making
(Shindler et al. 1996). More directly,

manywho identifywith this paradigm

simplydo not trust forest management

or research experts—especially those

that work for the government (Steel et

al. 1992).

This shift in environmental values

has been documented in the United

States, Canada(Dunlap1992;Shindler
et al. 1993; Robinson et al. 1997), and

other postindustrial nations worldwide
(Caldwell 1991; McAllister 1991;

Dunlap et al. 1993). Documentation

of a shift is much less convincing for
developing countries. Somepolicy ana

lysts assert that attitudes toward natu

ral resources in thosesettingsare largely

determinedby the economic valuede
rived from them (Miller 1992); how

ever, in the Health of the Planet Sur

vey (Dunlap et al. 1993), researchers

found that citizens of developing na

tions are just as likely to support envi
ronmental protection (over economic

growth) as are those in industrialized

Table 1. Contrasting natural resource paradigms

Dominant Resource Management

Paradigm

Amenities are coincidental to commodity

production

Nature to produce goods and services

(anthropocentric perspective)

Commodity outputs over environmental
protection

Primary concern for current generation

(short-term)

Intensive forest management—clear-

cutting, herbicides, and slash burning

No resource shortages—emphasis on

short-term production and consumption

Decision-making by experts

Centralized/hierarchical decision

authority

New Resource Management

Paradigm

Amenity outputs have primary
importance

Nature for its own sake

(biocentric perspective)

Environmental protection over

commodity outputs

Primary concern for current and future

generations (long-term)

Less intensive forest management—

"new forestry" and selective

harvesting

Limits to resource growth—emphasis

on consen/ation for long term

Consultative/participative decision-

making

Decentralized decision authority

Source; Adapted from Brown and Harris (1992) 'The U.S. Forest Service: Toward the

New Resource Management Paradigm?" Society and Natural Resources 5:231-245.

countries. Most notable among devel
oping nations are the Pacific Rim

countries of Mexico, Chile, and Rus

sia,which influence forest policydeci
sions in the Pacific Northwest, Politi

cal actions, as reflected in the propor

tion of landsallocated to nationalparks

and preserves, also indicatethat simple

economicexplanation is insufficient to

predict environmental attitudes in the
developing world. Brechin and

Kempton (1994) arguethat the prolif
erationof grassroots environmental or

ganizations in developing countries—

who more directly observe ecological
degradation or witness first-hand cor

porate control of natural resources—

help account for shifting values across
cultures.

Identifiable Characteristics
and Preferences

In the United States, a number of

socioeconomic factors have been iden

tified with the New Resource Manage
ment Paradigm. Postindustrial values

are frequently held by more educated

individuals (Steel et al. 1990), younger
people born into a postindustrial soci
ety (Blaikie 1992), women (Steel et al.

1994), urban residents (Ozanne and

Smith 1995), those who work outside

the resource extraction sector (Brunson

et al. 1997), and those with a liberal

political orientation (Jones and Dunlap
1992). No clear association exists for

other factors, such as income, race, or

region of residence (i.e.. Eastvs. West).

Shifting values and preferences are

also associated with the New Resource

Management Paradigm. Attitudeshifts
have included changes in public con

fidence in federal land management



agencies and a drop in credibility for
these organizations in allocating re
sources and providingeffective leader
ship(Shindler et al. 1996). Changes are
also associated with a growing interest
in citizen involvement in policy deci

sions (Shindler et al. 1993; Wondolleck

and YafFee 1994), often driven by an
increasing lack of trust in bureaucra

cies in general (Knopp and Caldbeck
1990), and distrust of federal forest

managers specifically (Shindler et al.

1996). Milbrath (1984) identified a

greater level of public concern for

avoidingenvironmental risk, aswellas
a desire for new political and institu

tional structures. Also as part of this

shift, Dunlapand Mertig(1991) found
that most people favor environmental
protection over economic grovrth, al

though the majority feels this tradeoff
is not necessary. Finally, grassroots sup

port is mobilizing for more decentral

ized approaches to governance. A pref
erence for morecommunity-based con
trol comes from the often-held view

that local resource professionals and
politicians are more trustworthy than
are national bureaucrats (Brunson and

Richardson 1997).

In the future, natural resource

policy considerations will be deter

mined by how well important politi
cal and social institutions (i.e., federal

land management agencies and con

stituent groupsinterested in commodi

tiesand services from publiclands) re
spond to these shifts in values and the

potential consequences. Although so
cial researchers have adequately de
scribed the shift in publicenvironmen

tal values and attitudes toward resource

management, this information has not

necessarily resulted in solutions for the

10

nation's (or region's) large-scale debate
over sustainable resource management.

Thus far, the investigation into social
values hasbeen largely descriptive; that
is, studies have examined citizens' atti

tudes, perceptions, and preferences. In
doing so, we have typically asked

people about what they want rather

than engaging them in specific judg
ments about today's tough choices. As
a result, our policy systems, which are

supposed to be inclusive of publicval
ues, have not been very successftil in
using information about environmen

tal values to evaluate conditions and

make decisions about difficult

tradeoffs.

Shifts Among Management
and Research Institutions

In recent years, researchers have

noted a number of institutional con

ditions and shortcomings that act as
barriers to accomplishing environmen
tal managementgoals (e.g., Cortner et
al. 1996; Meidinger 1997). Several
particularly descriptive examples depia

our existing institutions as continuing

to ftxnction under the Dominant Natu

ral Resource Management Paradigm.

That is, we still operate in an era in
which agencies maintain a boundary

mentality, manage forcommodity out

puts at the expense of other forest val

ues, make decisions without public
consultation, and continue intensive

management practices that are slowto

integrate social and biophysical com
ponents of ecosystems. In sum, these

actions reflect institutions that are

poorly equipped to engage in the de
bateabout natural resource policy and

achieve meaningful, well-supported
solutions.

On the whole, this track record of

our federal resource agencies does not
adequately convey the growing pains of
organizations in flux. Not only indi
viduals exhibit values, so do institu

tions and organizations. Value orienta

tions of individual employees are im
portant elements in understanding how
organizations function and evolve

(Cramer et al. 1993). While public at

titudes have evolved to encompass an
increasingly biocentric philosophy, or
ganizational value systems—because

they are complex bureaucracies—have

been slower to change. Even though
recent agency policystatementsclearly
call for ecosystem-based management
that represents a diversity of values

(Salwasser 1990; Robertson 1991), it

is debatable whether agency actions
adequately reflect such direction

(Cramer 1997). For example, many
agency personnel feel forced to respond
to organizational rewards that are still

based on traditional measures like

meeting timber targets, regardless of
their personal views.

As professionals, employees are
expected to be rational in their deci-

sion-making, thereby minimizing the

role of values—either personal or or
ganizational. Vining and Ebreo (1991)

noted that "[t]he idea that managers
(or anyone else) can make decisions

impartially isquestionable because they
may be partial primarily to their own
values." Bullis and Kennedy (1991)
point out that

studies show that there are both

strengths and liabilities inherent

in [a] strong, cohesive profes-



sionalculture as managers must

cooperate in multidisciplinary

environments. Managers must

deal with multiple value con

texts. By understanding differ

ences in the values which guide
decision making, . . . managers
should he better able to negoti

ate in such complex arenas.

There is recent evidence that a

shift from the Dominant Resource

Management Paradigm has begun. In

largemeasure, employee demographics

are changing the face of our resource

management agencies (Decker et al.
1996).These employees, typically male

and from rural areas, who were social

ized viasingle-discipline-oriented value
systems are facing retirement. Newer

employees currently moving through
the ranks include those with more di

verse backgrounds (e.g., from urban/

suburban backgrounds) and more
women, and they reflect various

multidisciplinary philosophies

(Kennedy and Quigley 1989). As
Decker et al. (1996) note, "new pro

fessionals ... do not necessarily share
the traditional values. . . . Many are
interested in managing fish and wild

life for a variety of values, sometimes

different from the values that moti

vated their predecessors." These inter

nal value conflicts may, in part, help

explain some of the struggles and in

efficiencies inherent in our natural re

source institutions today. At the same

time, these gradual changes in the
workforce may create a workforce ca

pable of addressing larger societal shifts.

Identifiable barriers, however, are

not limited to the management sector.

Solutions to environmental problems

clearly call for interdisciplinary actions,

but research efforts frequently fail to

address, or give credence to, the full
range of values involved. AsCortner et

al. (1996) assert, current methodolo

gies for researching problems are insuf
ficient to address todays resource man

agement goals and challenges. Thus far,

our research institutions have largely

addressed the socioeconomic and bio

physical components of systems sepa

rately. There has been a tendency to
break the environmental puzzle into

pieces and to give specific tasks to re

searchers with different areas of exper

tise. Typically the agendais set by bio

physical scientists who want informa

tion from social scientists that will fit

neatly into their models (Jamieson

1994). Such an approach fails to rec

ognize the links between critical envi
ronmental elements, especially the roles
of humans and our socio-political sys

tem.

This is not to imply that social

scientists have ready answers for resolv

ing the debate. Thus far, they have

merely asked people about their pref

erences for managing resources and
characterized public values and atti
tudes.They havedone litde to find out

about how, or if, people can weigh the

costs and benefits of specific forest
management problems and their po

tential solutions. We need now to ask

more. What tradeoffs are people will

ing to make for greater protection to

forest systems? How much do people

know about the risks and uncertainties

of managing on an ecosystem level?

How much environmental change is

acceptable? What personal changes are
people willing to make and for how
long?

When trying to understand the
connection between peoples values and

behaviors, several assumptionsare usu

ally made that tend to oversimplify the
issue. First, it is often assumed that

increasing one's knowledge about a
natural resource will lead to a change

in attitude about its use. The second

assumption is that a change in attitude

will lead to a change in behavior.
Arcury(1990) examined theseassump

tions in a study of environmental atti

tude and environmental knowledge.

Although he found an association (al

beit weak) between environmental

knowledge and attitude, the more in
teresting finding was the generally low

level of knowledge. This finding sug
gests that public perceptions are often

based on insufficient knowledge of the

issues, but it also suggests that other

influences must be at work. In a sub

sequent review of the role of knowledge

in public acceptance of ecosystem-

management practices, Aldred-Cheek

and others (1997) found that this is a

highlycomplexareaof research. Much

more than just "giving people the

faas," knowledge and informationex
change involves an array of influences

and contributing factors that must be

considered. For example, resource pro

fessionals will need to account for both

scientific and experiential knowledge;
individuals have preferredforms of in

formation exchange and delivery sys
tems; various sources of information

are viewed as more credible than oth

ers; and the degree of risk (imcertainty)

associated with knowledge about a
problem is highly relevant to citizens.

It is clear that substantially more re
search in this area is needed if we are

to adequately understand how know-
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ledge affects public values for natural
resource management and related hu

man behaviors.

Implications for Public Forest
Management

Most forest professionals would

agree with Franklin (1989) that the
primary objeaive of public forest man

agement in the Pacific Northwest is to
maintain ecosystems as an intercon

nected whole, rather than purely for
wood production or other extractive

activities. Any holistic ecosystem ap
proach to management, however,
quickly takes on the characteristics of

trying to manage a mess. That is, our

usual approachof drawingboundaries
around particular systems is not very
useful; too often we are presentedwith

problems that cannot be solvedin iso
lation. On the other hand, pointing
out that everything is ultimately related
to everything else is not helpful.What

would be more useful are methods for

sorting things out (King 1993). Given

the nature of our pluralistic society,
with its shifting environmental values
and growing public expectations about
credible and inclusive decision pro

cesses, we are often beyond messes and

are confronted with wicked problems.

For such cases, Rittel and Webber

(1973) argued for a planningmodel in
which "an image of the problem and
of the solution emerges gradually
among the participants, as a product

of incessant judgment, subjected to
critical argument."

What is the answer to these com

plex problems? How do we organize

ourselves to deal with diverse values

and expectations about sustainable for
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est management? Shannon (1992) as

serted that the answer lies in the no

tion of informed governance. That is,
we need places where peoplecanlearn,

question, debate, and come to an in

formed judgment of what choices are
best (FEMAT 1993). In his book.

Coming to Public Judgment,

Yankelovich (1991) determined that

the most critical barrier to making ef
fective and informed choices in a com

plex world is the lack of forums in

which the process of "working
through" value differences and prefer

encescan occur.There is growingsup

port among natural resource profes

sionals that a public dialogue must be

an integralpart of achieving social and
political acceptance of forest practices

(e.g., Clark and Stankey 1991; Shepard

1992; Bengston 1994). Regardless of
value differences, if peopleare to come

to an understanding of, let aloneagree
ment on, the problems and choices

that confront public lands manage
ment, it is likely to be in public fomms

where open and honest discussion can
occur. Unfortunately, based on their

research on adaptiveapproaches to for

est management, Stankey and Shindler

(1997) conclude that such places are
most notable by their scarcity.

Stankey (1995)helped identify the

necessary components for civil public

discourse in his comments about the

pursuitof sustainability. He argued that

in the complex and uncertain atmo

sphere that surrounds ecosystem man

agement, the debate over achieving
sustainable (forest) environments must

encompass three central criteria; First,

the debate must be informed. Public
discussions about forest systems must

strivefor a common understanding of

the environmental complexities, in
cludingknown causes and effects, con

sequences of choices, and their long-
term implications. Ehrenhaldt (1994)

describes thisasthe needto give people
a rational menu, if we expect them to
make a rational choice about their fu

ture. In essence, public opinion is

meaningful only when citizens have a

reasonable understanding of more than
one sideof the question. Although for
estry professionals and the public both

have stakes in developing a common
competency level for produaive discus

sions, the onus of ensuring that this

occursliessquarely on the forest agen

cies. Jamieson (1994) described the

situation directly:

In the bad old days therewasa ten

dency for government agencies to

dictatepolicy to citizens. These days

there isa tendencyfor citizens to try

todictatepolicy togovernment agen

cies. There is an admission pricefor

engagingin public dialogue. Part of

the price is purelyformal: to treat

others with respect, tobesympathetic

toalternativepointsofview, tostrive

for impartiality, and so on. Part of

the admission price also involves

knowing something substantive

about the issues: the relevant science,

the economics, the values and inter

ests that are at stake, and so on.

People do not come with a ready-

made ability toengage in a construc

tive, deliberative dialogue. The

agency (Forest Service) should do

what it canto develop its own com

petencefor engapng in this dialogue,

but it also should contribute to de

veloping the competence of those

with whom it engages. Only then



will the turn towardpublicpartici

pation be mutually educational

Stankey's (1995) second criterion

dealt with the deliberative nature of the

discussion. That is, public discourse

should proceed in such a waythat there

are real opportunities for mutual learn

ing and reflective thinking. The notion

of mutual learning encompasses the
idea that there is no single receptacle

or holder of essential knowledge, and

that numerous forms of knowledge
(scientific, experiential, anecdotal) can

inform the decision process. Further,

by extending credibility to different
aaors and facilitating genuine attempts

at inclusiveness, all parties can benefit

from what the others bring to the dis

cussion.

In their evaluation of adaptive/

ecosystem management efforts,
Stankeyand Shindler (1997) acknowl

edged that any successful implementa
tion of such programs will take time.

There are few shortcuts to lasting suc

cess, and there may not be any way to

accurately estimate how much time is

required to bring about full adoption

of resulting forest policies. Unfortu

nately, in the current resource manage
ment ciJture, the pressure for quickly

demonstrated results is prevalent.

Deadlines for performance, with deci
sions based on results at some usually

arbitrarily selected date, typify much of

our operational style today (Stankey

and Shindler 1997). This situation is

confounded by a high level of public

frustradon with and distrust of our fed

eral forest systems (Shindler et al.

1996). Any attempts at deliberative

discussion and reflective thinkingmust

incorporate patience into the process.

Finally, Stankey's (1995) third cri
terion was that the debate must be a

discursive one. He described this as a

forum that encourages interaction
among the full range of stakeholders

and interests. Unfortunately, forest
agencies have been slow to initiate ef-

feaive planning/decision processes that
are seen as honest attempts at listen

ing to citizens (Shindler et al. 1996).
The crux of sorting out messes and

wicked problems is the real listening
and genuine dialogue that go into
mapping out patterns of interactions

(King 1993). Shindler and Neburka

(1997) found substantial evidence for

this view in their public involvement

research, where the cumulative effect of

group interactions waswidely acknowl

edged by both forest managers and citi
zens. Individuals involved in planning

repeatedly emphasized how their posi

tions softened astheygot to knowoth
ers at the table and realized that per

sonal concerns were often common

concerns. In some cases, the sole suc

cess of these meetings wasthat relation
ships were built among participants.

Conclusion

Identifying people's values about
forest resources is important, but it is
not enough in today's complex struggle
for sustainable forest solutions. Reach

ing durabledecisions requires compre

hensive methods and a new relation

ship amongmanagers, researchers, and

citizens. Ehrenhaldt (1994) recognized

that for people to make a rational

choiceabout public policy issues, they

have to understand the consequences

of the choices. This means that re

source managers and politicians will

have to learn to frame the alternatives

more openly and more clearly, for

people to decide among the necessary

tradeoffs (Shindler et al. 1996). Public

forums offer a good place to debate

more meaningful forest policies and

programs that address the problems of

incomplete information. Improving

our understanding of complex environ

mental problems—both in their scien
tific basis and in the distribution of

effects of environmental changeacross

society—can also lead to better descrip

tions of cause-and-effect relationships

that are more relevant for people.

Change is more meaningful when it is

translated into recognizable problems,

such asdeciding how much to harvest,

accounting for fish, and protecting rec
reation places. These concerns are rec

ognized as genuinebecause they affect
people's livelihood and their qualityof
life. Public forums canenable people—

both resource professionals and other

citizens—to come to terms with the

responsibilities of wide-scale forest

stewardship. These conversations are

more likely to be accomplished in lo

cal settings on scales that have real
meaning for citizens, whose participa
tion in long-term solutions is vital.

From a research perspective, social

scientistscan play a significant role in
helping identify processes and strategies
forcopingwithshifting values. It isnot

enough to report on attitudinal change
or shifts in values. By improving our

data collection, we can capturethe in

formation that is most relevant to the

realproblems facing government deci-

sion-makers and worried citizens. We

canhelpdevelop forums for meaning
ful discourse between policy-shapers

and their constituents and provide
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tools that promote genuine interaction,
mutual learning, and relationship-
building. This is an age of experimen
tation in forest management, and our
institutions are struggling to find the

best ways to both incorporate public
opinion and make decisions that pro
tect the shifting environmental values
of citizens in postindustrial society.

In summary, we should recognize
that people often measure their inter
actions with forest agencies by the ex
tent to which their values and con

cerns—not simply agency politics or
the national debate—are given consid
eration in decisions (Shindler and

Neburka 1997). The ability to really
listen to one another is essential in es

tablishing trust, and trust is the cen
tral ingredientof working together ef
fectively. More important, as King
(1993) points out, mistrustis the dark
heart of wicked problems.
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Summaries of Small-group Responses to Discussion Questions

changing Public Values: Consequences for Pacific
Northwest Forestry

Shindler & Cramer

1. Howdo our values and attitudes affect our environmental behavior^ Whatare
some of the otherfactors that influence our environmental behavior? Which of
these are the most important?

Not addressed.

2. What changes in institutions (e.g., naturalresource agencies) are we likely tosee
as a result ofshifts in the natural resource management paradigm?

Changes will occurslowly. Emphasis on non-timber productswill continue,
but future timber harvests willalso increase with different management prac

tices. Decisions will be made by multidisciplinary teams, and the distribu
tion of political power in decision-making will change to reflect responsi

bility. Change must be multi-institutional. Oregon State University must

evolve in terms of curriculum and serving the entire state.

3. As the Pacific Northwest continues to urbanize, changes its mix of economics
activities, and experiences value and attitudeshifts, what effects will this have

on the sustainability offorests?

There are multiple definitions of sustainability. Because the answer to the

discussion question depends on the definition, multiple answers are pos

sible. Moreover, definitions aredynamic and will change overtime. As com

munities change, the process of makingpolicy becomes more complex. Di

verse participants in policy-making must gain a common competency or
level of understanding to be able to evaluate different strategies and trade
offs. Meanwhile, communities must be adaptable.

4: Whatare the most appropriateforumsfor discussing resource managementpoli-
?ctes:

a. Do we havegood models of successful forums (e.g., watershed councils,

AMAs)?

b. Whatare legitimate policy topics in these discussions?

c. Who are the appropriate participants?

d. What role should scientists takein these forums?

e. How do we integrate the decisions that occur in variousforums?

The group redefined the discussion question in termsof what might make
any forum appropriate for those involved. Characteristics of successful fo-
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rums include a common understanding ofgoals anda common knowledge
base. The process must effectively engage all participants so that all are in
vested in the process. The forum should have sufficient debate, represent
ing a spectrumof perspectives. The scale of the discussions must be consid

ered, since different levels of discourse require different rules, and it is best
to tackle simpler issues first. Holding discussions in informal settings isben
eficial; in discussions, an important first step is to identify common ground.

5. How do we legitimize andincorporate various kinds ofknowledge (educational,
experiential, cultural, scientific, etc) into resource debates and discussions?

The group started by noting that their diversity reflected the various types
of knowledge identified in the question. In addition, the nature of their
discussion represented what may beexpected in debates over sustainability
in larger forums: they had language and communication problems, time
was a constraint, and access to information and knowledge differed among
participants. The group felt theyraised more questions than theyanswered.
They asked: Why have public input? How can we get decision-makers to
incorporate information—especially scientific information? Is any informa
tion "illegitimate"?
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Discussion Questions

Issues of Equity and Ethics in the Pacific Rim Timber Market

List & Brooks

1. How does the basic framework of scale-dependent consideration of
context, opportunity, and choice contribute to understanding and
implementation of sustainability? Are there weaknesses in this ap
proach?

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages to using international
sustainability agreements to define and pursue sustainability objec
tives?

3. What are the key issues that we as a nation shouldconsider with
respect to the use of our own resources in developing policies to
encourage forest sustainability in the Pacific Rim or other countries?

4. Assume that we are seeking resource policies thatpromote sustainable
forestry, trade, and sound consumption practices, and that these poli
cies are intended to produce economic and environmental benefits for
countries and consumers. What are the advantages and disadvantages
of aj regulatory controls to be enforced across countries, and b) free
market trade in timber and timber products?

5. If we consider some form ofeco-labeling as a market-based strategy to
help consumers make responsible choices, what information should be
disclosed for products manufactured from wood, iron ore, and petro
leum taken from the Pacific Rim countries? What impact would such a
scheme have on sustaining Pacific Rim natural resources and communi
ties?



Issues of Equity and Ethics in the Pacific Rim Timber Market

Peter List

David J. Brooks

Ethical and equity questions are

important dimensions of a comprehen

siveassessment of American participa

tion in international timber markets

but are often overlooked. Becoming

aware of and concerned for the global

and regional consequences of decisions
about timber production and wood

consumption poses significant chal

lenges for both resource managers and
consumers,and evaluating the relevant

ethical issues can be daunting. Among

the challenges are the complexities of

economic, social, political, and envi

ronmental links among countries and

the inherent difficulties of discussing
and comparing human values. More
over, the manner in which personal

and public choices are made and the
criteriaby which environmental, social,

and economicchanges are judged dif

fer both within and among countries.

Nevertheless, natural resource profes

sionals and wood consumers must be

prepared to evaluate these dimensions
of natural resource policy.

Background

For more than 100 years, markets

outside our regionhavebeen critical to

the existence and the scale of the for

est products industry in the Pacific

Northwest. As a result, changes in the

management of Pacific Northwestfor

ests have inevitably had national and

eveninternationalconsequences. Com

moditytrade increasingly connects pro
ducers and consumers in different

countries, though this is only one di

mension of the interdependence that

has resultedfrom the growing interna

tionalization of economic and social

systems. This interconnectedness in
social, economic, and political terms is

an important parallel to the widely rec

ognized interdependence of biological
systems, so that understanding the

properties of social and economic sys
tems globally is as crucial in natural

resource management and policy as is
understanding the ecological features of
natural systems.

Ethical standards are one way by
which people evaluate the conse

quences of actions. The introduction of

ethical considerations into natural re

source policy debates is thus as inevi

table as the introduction of economic

and biological criteria. At the same

time, just as there is complexity in so

cial and natural systems, so is there

complexity in ethical systems, which

can complicate natural resource policy

and management choices. The com

plexities in the international and re

gional ethical debates about timber

production and management can be
illustrated by the way advocates on

opposite ends of the continuum from

use to preservation rely on different

ethical standards to support their po

sitions.

For example, some environmental

groups have argued that the level and

type of timber harvesting in tropical

rainforests destroy ecologically critical

natural habitat, thereby contributing to
a loss of global biodiversity, as well as

a variety of other negative environmen

tal changes. They link these changes to

the destruction of communities and

cultures, especially those of the few re

maining indigenous forest peoples.

They advocate government regulation

of timber harvesting and timber mar

kets to ensure that ecosystems, econo

mies, and societies are sustainedby for

est management and timber produc

tion overlong time scales.' The result,

they argue, will be appropriate and
equitable attention to the interestsand

values of all people.

On the other hand, critics of do

mesticforest policies, especially policies

that reduce timber harvesting on fed

eral forests in the Pacific Northwest,

argue that reductions in U.S. timber

production unfairly shift the environ

mental burden of commodity produc
tion to developingcountries.^ This ar

gument rests on consideration of the
"fairness" of the outcome, but suggests
that a responsibility to produce should

accompany a propensity to consume.

It also implied that institutions, pro
cesses, and technologies in developed

countries are better able to minimize

the environmental consequences of
commodity production than are those

of developing countries. The conclu
sion is that continuing, rather than re
ducing, timber production from federal

forests in the Pacific Northwest not

only is more equitable, but minimizes

global environmental impacts.

'AlastairS. Gunn reviews some of the

ethicaldebate about Southeast Asian forests

in his article, "Environmental Ethics and

Tropical Rain Forests: ShouldGreens Have

Standing?," Environmental Ethics 16

(iXSpring1994): 21-40.

^For example, Jim L. Bowyer, "Responsible

Environmentalism: The Ethical Features of

Forest Harvest and Wood Use on a Global

Scale," Forest Perspectives 1 (4)(Winter

1991): 12-14
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Defenders of the evolving
status quo assert that nations have

a sovereign right to exploit their

natural resources as they see fit,
and that the varying objectives of

forest management in different

countries reflect legitimate choices
among the many contributions

that forests can make to the envi

ronment, to economies, and to

societies. Therefore, it is argued,
interestgroupsor the government
in one countryshould not impose

choices, eitherpractical or ethical,
on other countries. In addition,

there should be consistency be
tween what is being practiced at

home and what is being advo
cated abroad. But while this po
sition easily satisfies one standard of

fairness or ethics, it provides litdeguid
ance for participants and observers of
the increasingly complex international

negotiations aimed at addressing glo
bal environmental concerns.

The question we address here is,

"What should one make of these de

bates?" To focus discussion in this

workshop, we consider two general is

sues: 1) the ethical consequences and

implications of forestmanagementand

forest policy decisions made by coun

tries; and 2) the ethical consequences

and implications of decisions madeby
individual citizens and consumers of

forest resources.

Figure 1 presents a conceptual

framework for thinking about these

issues. The framework enables us to

emphasize the fact that the complex

ity of ethical consequences and the

implications associated with forest

management and policy are linked to

a fundamental characteristic of

Context

Scale Opportunity

Choice

Figure 1. A framework for considering issues
sustainableforest management.

sus-

tainability," namely, that sustainability
is a matter of public choice and there

fore an expression of values. This is not
to suggest that all choices are equally

sensible, for example, from the perspec
tive of the type and magnitude of en
vironmental change that results, or that

all are equally valid, that is, consistent

with a broader set of local, national, or

international values. Choice is unavoid

able, however; the challenge is to as
sure that the process of choosing is
consistentwith the social and political

context, and that both the full scope
of consequences and their distribution
across countriesareadequately consid

ered.

Figure 1 indicates that sustainable

forest management isa result of choices

made in a context and in consideration

of opportunities. The choices, the val
ues that these choices reveal, the con

text in which decisions are made, and

the opportunities available are all de

pendent on the scale at which choices
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are made and the scale at which

the sustainability of management
is judged. Recognizing the influ

ence of context and opportunity
in shaping choices, and the scale-

dependence of sustainability, is
critically important, as we con

sider Pacific-Rim forest manage

ment, trade, and consumer issues.

To sharpen the focus of this

session of the Workshop, we pro

vide data in Table 1 on a dozen

Pacific Rim countries: five are de

veloped countries (the United

States, Canada, Japan, Australia,

and New Zealand) and seven are

developing countries (China, In

donesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
South Korea, Mexico, and Chile.)'

Although the data presented do not

displayall of the social, economic, and

environmental dimensions that must

underlie complete assessment of

sustainability, they do provide a clear

picture of the variety of conditions that
exist in these countries. At the scale of

national boundaries, these data display

context (e.g., population density and
human development), opportunity,

(e.g., levels of income, and agricultural
and forest land per capita), and choice

^Data aredrawnfrom thefollowing sources:

Food andAgriculture Organization ofthe
United Nations (FAO), State ofthe World's

Forests, Rome: United Nations, FAO, 1997;

Food andAgriculture Organization, Forest
Products, Annual Yearbook, 1983-94,

Forestry Series #29, Rome: UnitedNations,

FAO, 1996; InternationalMonetary Fund,

International Financial Statistics Yearbook,

Washington, D.C.: IMF, 1997; World Bank,

From Plan toMarket: World Development

Report, NewYork: 0:^rd University Press,

1996.



(e.g., levels and patterns of consump
tion and production).

What are the ethical implications

of these data patterns for comparing

national and regional forest policy

choices, forest management practices,
and consumer preferences? And how

should this knowledge of differences

and similarities among these countries

affect decisions made by resource man

agers or choices made by consumers in

countries such as ours? To tackle these

questions, we elaborate on several pre
liminary assumptions about the ethi

cal implications, outline two ap

proaches for implementing sustain-
ability in the PacificRim timber mar

ket, and close with some thoughts
about the ethical assessment of these

data patterns. We believe that the is

sues are more complex than they may

first seem,'' and that it is not possible
to define a universally accepted deci

sion procedure or algorithm for decid
ing what is ethicallycorrect. Nonethe

less we think it is important for par

ticipants in this workshop to discuss
these questions, consider the data dis

played, and form their own judgments
regarding the ethical standards that

should be used.

Ethical Consequences:
Preliminary Points and
Assumptions

Data, including those in Table 1,

do not speak for themselves, existing
in an objective vacuum. To evaluate

''DavidJ. Brooks, "Federal Timber Supply
Reductions in thePacific Northwest, "Journal

ofForestry 93 (7)(July 1995):29-33.

them, we must first identify our as
sumptions and makesome preliminary

points about the ethical issues at hand.

Forest Sustainability as a
Public Choice Issue

We believe that sustainability, in

cludingsustainability in forestry and its

implementation, is a public-choice is

sue. This means that the ethical impli

cations of data from Pacific Rim coun

ties are not primarily a technical issue

of resource managementor silviculture,

but a complex and comparative value

issue. The technical and scientific dis

ciplines are relevant because manage

ment and consumption decisionshave

biophysical and social effects. But it is

nations, organizations, groups,and in
dividuals that decide the values and the

principles that determine what we

ought to do and why.

Countries, Managers, and
Consumers

There are global, national, re

gional,group, and personal dimensions

and actors connected to timber har

vesting and wood-consumption deci

sions. The ethical consequences and
implications may differ somewhat

amongthesedimensions, and they may

sometimes conflict. Forexample, some

times one may have to separate one's

responsibilities as a forester from one's

responsibilities as a consumer, because

the social roles of forest manager and

wood consumer differ. It is true that

individuals can usually act on their

beliefs more quickly than can collec

tive entities, such as countries. But both

individuals and countries implement

natural resource policies and practices
in their lives and activities; thus, both

make decisions that have ethical and

equity consequences. The role of pro

ducing wood for society is intimately

relatedto the role of consumingwood
for individual purposes; hence, both

the supply and the demand side of the

timber business are relevant. It is im

portant to consider the extentto which

the changestaking place in the Pacific

Rim timber business are dependent on

decisions made by both suppliers and
consumers, and by other actors as well.

Complexity

The ethics and equity of

resource sustainability are complex

issues for several reasons:

• Complexity of social and politi
cal scale. Pacific Rim countries

vary a great deal in the character

istics of their forests, patterns of

land ownership, scientific and
technological capacities, social and
political structures, and the atti

tudes and values of their citizens.

Moreover, these variations do not

always coincidewith preconceived
assumptions about "developed"

and "developing" countries.
Therefore, comparisons based on

economic and population data

alone, for example, can be mis

leading.

• Complexity in ethical decision-

making nationally and globally.
Within countries, value decisions

are made in different ways; are

typically grounded in somewhat

different sources, whether reli-
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Table 1. Comparative data on selected Pacific Rim countries.

Developed countries

Category/Item Year United States Canada Australia New Zealand Japan

Demographic
Population (millions) 1995 263.3 29.5 17.9 3.6 125.2

growth (%) 1990-95 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.2 0.3

density (pers./km2) 1995 28.7 3.2 2.3 13.3 332.5

Rural population (%) 1995 23.8 23.3 15.3 14.0 22.4

Access to safe water (%) 1993 -100.0 -100.0 -100.0 97.0 -100.0

Life expectancy (yr) 1994 77 78 77 76 79

Infant mortality 1994 8 6 6 7 4

(no./IOOO birtlis)
Adult illiteracy (%)

Female 1995 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5

IVIale 1995 <5 <5 <5 <5 <5

Human Dev. Index 1994 94.2 96.0 93.1 93.7 94.0

Economic

GNP/capita (U.S. $) 1994 25,880 19,510 18,000 13,350 34,630

GNP growth (%) 1985-93 1.2 0.4 1.1 0.2 3.6

Income distribution

Lowest 20% share Varies 4.7 5.7 4.4 8.3 8.7

Comp. Freedom^ Index 1994 11 11 11 11 22

Land Use

Crop & pasture land 1993 412.2 73.8 458.7 17.4 5.3

(million ha)
Agr. land/capita 1993 1.5 2.5 25.6 4.8 0.04

(ha/capita)
Forest cover (million ha) 1995 212.5 244.6 40.9 7.8 25.1

Forest land/capita 1995 0.8 8.3 2.3 2.2 0.2

(ha/capita)

Change in forest cover
Total ha/yr (thous.) 1990-95 589 175 17 43 -13

Annual rate (%) 1990-95 0.3 0.1 0.04 0.6 -0.1

Wood production (millions)

Total (m^) 1994 492 188 22 17 33

Industrial (m^) 1994 400 181 19 17 32

Forest products
consumption (millions)

Sawnwood (m^) 1994 126 18 5 2 37

Wood-based panels (m^) 1994 35 3 1 <1 13

Paper & paperboard (MT) 1994 85 5 3 1 29

Trade (million U.S. $)
All merchandise

Exports (f.o.b.) 1994 512,630 165,428 47,500 12,182 395,950

Imports (c.i.f.) 1994 689,220 155,091 53,328 11,863 274,445

Net trade 1994 -176,590 10,337 -5,828 319 121,505

Forest products

Exports 1994 13,965 21,916 633 1,445 1,492

Imports 1994 18,262 2,187 1,559 229 16,981

Net trade 1994 -4,297 19729 -926 1,216 -15,489
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Table 1. Continued

Developing countries

Category/Item Year China Indonesia Malaysia Thailand Korea Mexico Chile

Demographic
Population (millions) 1995 1,221.5 197.6 20.1 58.8 45.0 93.7 14.3

growth (%) 1990-95 1.1 1.6 2.4 1.1 1.0 2.1 1.6

density (pers./km^) 1995 131.0 109.1 61.3 115.1 455.7 49.1 19.0

Rural population (%) 1995 69.8 64.6 46.3 80.0 18.7 24.7 16.1

Access to safe water (%) 1993 71 42 78 na 78 78 86

Life expectancy (yr) 1994 69 63 71 69 71 71 72

Infant mortality 1994 30 53 12 36 12 35 12

(no./1000 births)

Adult illiteracy (%)
Female 1995 27 22 22 8 <5 13 5

Male 1995 10 10 11 <5 <5 8 5

Human Dev. Index 1994 62.6 66.8 83.2 83.3 89.0 85.3 89.1

Economic

GNP/capita (U.S. $) 1994 530 880 3,480 2,410 8,260 4,180 3,520

GNP growth (%) 1985-93 6.5 4.8 5.7 8.4 8.1 0.9 6.5

Income distribution

Lowest 20% share Varies 6.2 8.7 4.6 5.6 na 4.1 3.5

Comp. Freedom^ Index 1994 77 76 45 35 22 44 22

Land Use

Crop & pasture land 1993 494.3 43.5 4.9 22.0 2.2 99.3 18.0

(million ha)

Agr. land/capita 1993 0.4 0.2 0.03 0.4 0.1 1.1 1.3

(ha/capita)
Forest cover (million ha) 1995 133.3 109.8 15.5 11.6 7.6 55.4 7.9

Forest land/capita 1995 0.1 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6

(ha/capita)
Change in forest cover

Total ha/yr (thous.) 1990-95 -87 -1,084 -400 -329 -13 -508 -29

Annual rate (%) 1990-95 -0.07 -0.99 -2.59 -2.83 -0.17 -0.9 -0.4

Wood production (millions)
Total (m^) 1994 306 187 46 39 6 22 33

Industrial (m^) 1994 102 38 36 3 2 6 23

Forest products
consumption (millions)

Sawnwood (m^) 1994 26 8 4 3 4 3 2

Wood-based panels (m^) 1994 26 2 1 1 4 1 <1

Paper & paperboard (MT) 1994 30 3 2 2 5 4 1

Trade (million U.S. $)
All merchandise

Exports (f.o.b.) 1994 121,047 40,055 58,563 45,233 96,013 34,589 11,604
Imports (c.i.f.) 1994 115,681 31,983 59,395 54,434 102,348 61,083 11,825
Net trade 1994 5,366 8,072 -832 -9,202 -6,335 -26,494 -221

Forest products
Exports 1994 1,262 4,731 4,280 319 1,003 258 1,351
Imports 1994 5,466 689 698 1,630 3,631 1,386 136

Net trade 1994 -4,204 4,024 3,582 -1,311 -2,628 -1,128 1,215

^Comparative freedom: 0 = complete freedom, 100 = absence of freedom.
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gious, philosophical, political, or
personal; and may legitimately

producedifferentoutcomes. Thus,

the sources and the processes of
arriving at and implementingval

ues differ among cultures and so
cieties.

• Complexity of implementation.

Values related to sustainability, like
other values, are general ideals or

goals that require translation into

practicalities and particular deci
sion routes.The processes that af

fect this translation are themselves

complex and are subject to scale-

dependence and to significant

changeover time.^

• Complexity of boundaries. Natu

ral resource and environmental is

sues and decisions cannot always,
if ever, be easily confined within

local, regional, or national bound

aries. Property lines and political
divisions are usually artificially
imposed on biophysical processes.

At the same time, biophysical

boundaries, such as watersheds, do

not always readily encompass the
dimensions of human actions, or

clearly reflect the magnitude and

'The example of universal human rights is
revealing here. The Universal Declaration
ofHuman Rights was agreed to almostfifty
years ago by the General Assembly of the
United Nations. It lays outsome general
rights that all humans possess. Many
countries were part ofthis agreement, but
implementing the doctrine has been a
knotty problem internationally, because of
thedifficulty of translatingpoliticaland
economic rights into different culturaland
politicalsystems.
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type of ecosystem responses. Be

cause timber management and

other issues cross national bound

aries, the decisions we make in

one region are affected by remote

and nonlocal factors, and in turn,

have remote and nonlocal effects.

Intergenerationalcomplexity. The

importance of considering the
consequences of actions over long

periods is at the core of most defi

nitions of sustainability. It is
widely accepted in environmental

ethics and resource policy that one

cannot easily confine one's re

sourcedecisions at any level of ac

tion to the current generations of

humankind and their concerns.

Our decisions and behavior now

have consequences for future gen
erations of humans and for future

environmental conditions. We

cannot readily know what future

generations willwant, however, so

we must consider intergenera
tional consequences and implica
tionswith relatively litde guidance.

Measurement complexity and un

certainty. Estimating the ecological

and social effects, and the social

costs and benefits of current re

source practices and decisions,

whether at an individual or larger

social scale, is an inexact science.

The measures thatareavailable may

themselves beinterpretated andcal

culated differently in different

coimtries. Although moreinforma
tion is in manycases necessary, the

costofacquiring it (in timeand re
sources) must be considered in

comparison to thevalue of informa

tion fordecision-making.

• Complexity of the ecological con
sequences of consumption. Wood

is one of many substances that

contribute to satisfying the mate
rial needs of human societies. The

amount and type of any materials

consumed in any society must be
understood as part of a much

larger pattern of consumption and
trade. Therefore, isolating woodas
a material, or the forest industry

as a business, apart from other

forms of economic activity or con
sumption is likely to lead to shal

low or even unintended results.

All of this implies that one must

be cautious in arriving at conclusions
about both the opportunities and the
ethical responsibilities of countries and

individuals when they make resource
decisions.

Some Guidelines for
Sustainability Frameworks

Because of these factors, we sug
gest as a starting point a set of guide
lines for thinkingabout the implemen
tation of sustainability in international

forestry. Theseguidelines areimportant
whether sustainability is considered at

an individual, national, or Pacific Rim

scale.

It is necessary to a) avoid indi

vidual, regional, and national moral

hypocrisy; ethical consistency across

individual and social scales is impor
tant within a culture and in the inter

national arena;^ b) avoid imposing val-

^That is, individuaL must beableto say,
logically, that what isgoodfor them
personally (orfor their country) isgoodfor



ues or decisions on others whose situ

ationsaresignificandy different, cultur

ally, politically, or individually; that is,

avoid "moral imperialism"; c) accept
that everyone has a right to satisly ba

sic human needs for survival,^ and to

seek their own forms of personal and

cultural development; d) respect indi

vidual autonomy and sovereignty; that

is, respect the idea that everyone is in

principle capable of determining for

themselves and their own countries

their own forms of sustainability, as

well as their own definitions of acting

to preserve nature;' and e) understand

that resource management and con
sumer decisions involve dimensions of

both social and ecological sustainabil

ity; promoting the welfare of social and

cultural systems is as necessary as nur

turing the long-termhealthand viabil

ity of forests and natural ecosystems.
There is no inherent order to these

guidelines, in part because it is unlikely
that priorities would be uniform

among individuals or countries. Some

others (and other countries) as well,

including those individuals (and countries)
whose situationsare relevantly similar to
mine. I mustalso beable to say that what
is notgoodfor people in othercountries (or
for othercountries) is notgoodfor me (or
mycountry), ifour situations are relevantly
similar.

'On thispoint, see David Crocker, "The
Hopefor Just, Participatory Ecodevelopment
in Costa Rica, "J. Ronald Engel andJoan
Gibb Engel, eds.. Ethics ofEnvironment
and Development, Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1990.

^This is not to imply thatpeople always
have the opportunity todo so politically,
since the amount ofpoliticalfreedom and

thus opportunity vary widely as well.

;i"J,

will emphasize environmental health

and integrity, for example, while oth

ers will put income factors higher on
their personal or nationalscales. At the

same time, in international discussions

about forestry issues, a consensus ap

pears to have developed that environ

mental and socioeconomic criteria are

equally important in thinking about

sustainability. As a result, the last

guideline is frequendy used as a basis

for decision-making.

Implementing Sustainability
in the Pacific Rim: Two
Approaches for Thinking
about Equity and Ethics

How might one approach these

questions about ethics and equity in

the timber market? Given cultural and

ethical complexity, we conclude there
is no single approach that will do the

job. In the absense of a single ap
proach, two contemporary approaches

that represent broadly different scales

of action are evolving internationally

and nationally. The first involves the
actions of nations; the other focuses on

the choices of consumers.

Approach #J: International
Sustainability Agreements

At the national and international

scale, international agreements or con
ventions relating to forests can be for

mulated and then enforced. Enforce

able agreements that affect resource

managementmust in turn be translated

into national policies, such as national

timber trade policies; they must be
implemented by national and local in

stitutions, such as resource manage
ment agencies; and they must eventu

ally affect decisions of producers and

consumers.

Since 1972 there have been many

international environmental agree
ments, including some that aredirected

specifically at forestry.' Two recent ex

amples are the 1992 United Nations
Convention on Biological Diversity

("Biodiversity Convention") and the

"Non-legally Binding Authoritative

Statement of Principles for a Global

Consensus on the Management, Con

servation and Sustainable Development

of All Types of Forests" ("Rio Forest

Principles") agreed to at the 1992

United Nations Conference on Envi

ronment and Development (UNCED)
in Rio de Janeiro.'"

^Harold W. Wisdom, "The Emerging Role
of InternationalAgreements and Trade in
Sustainable Forest Management, "paper
presented at the Economics, Policy, arui Law
Working Group session. Society ofAmerican
Foresters (SAF) National Convention,

Albuquerque, NM, November 9-13, 1996.

''According to Harold Wisdom, the trend in

these internationalprocesses is to movefrom
a "command and control" regulatory
approach to a market-based resource policy
approach. Moreover, "the precautionary
principle is emerging as an important
principlefor providing guidelines to nations
and the international community in the
management offorest resources in theface of
scientific uncertainty" (Wisdom, "The
Emerging Role . -. . "). Thus, nations are
not to use the lack ofscientific evidence as
an excuse for failing to takesteps toprotect
forest and otherenvironmental resources;
they are to use caution when taking actions
that may harm or adversely affectforests,
even when there is no conclusive proofof
such effects. So theburden ofproofhas, in
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The Rio Forest Principles have
been criticized as weak for several rea

sons: theyarenot binding; they do not
resolve the debate between the devel

oped and developing countries over
who is to pay the costs of implemen
tation and howmuch they are to pay;
they do not resolve the conflict be

tween the traditional, sovereign right of
countriesto develop their resources and

the more recently recognized need for
environmental protection; and they do
not settle questions about whether en

vironmental and forest protection will

be furthered by free trade in forest

products and whether the timber mar

ket will internalize all of the environ

mental costs that result from harvest

ing and tradingwood." Thus, there are

serious questions about whether these

principles advance the community of
nations toward sustainable forest man

agement.

There are better international

agreements in forestry. In 1983, after
six years of negotiation, an Interna

tional Tropical Timber Agreement
(ITTA) was approved; it was revised

and reapproved in January 1994. This

is a "binding agreement" between tim
ber producersand consumers, and it is

governed by an internationalcouncilof

producers and consumers. Though it
is a commodity agreement, rather than
an environmental agreement, it recog
nizes the need to preserve and protect

theory, shifted onto those who propose
actions that might harm, degrade, or
damage the environment, instead of those
who oppose sttch possible harms.

••Wisdom, Ibid.
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tropical forests to assure a sustained

production of tropical wood.'^

In 1990, the members of the In

ternational Tropic Timber Organiza
tion (ITTO) agreed that all expons of

tropical timber products should come
from sustainably managed forests, and
began to develop guidelines for imple
menting this commitment. This was

the first time an international forestry
organization constructedguidelines for

conserving forest biodiversity."
In 1992,whenchanges were made

to the ITTA, they were done in re

sponse to the Rio Forest Principles.
One outcome of discussion between

consumer and producer countries was

separate agreement by consumer coun

tries to work toward sustainable forest

management in temperate and boreal

forests. The 1992 changes reflect the
idea that the trade in and processing
of tropical timber should be based on

sustainable sources. The changes also
reflect the idea that timber prices
should be adjusted to include the so
cial costs of production, and that en

vironmental externalities of harvesting
should be internalized into timber

prices. The assumption was that this
could be accomplished through the
market system, without calling for

•^Harold W. Wisdom, "Emerging Interna

tionalPrinciples Important to Forest

Management," Progress Reportfor Period

5115196 to 10/28/96on Cooperative

AgreementNo. PNW95-0784, Interna

tionalInstruments Affecting Forest Resource

Management and Trade. 31 pp.

•'Ibid.

regulations or trade restrictions."* Spe
cific criteria and indicators of sustain

able forest management were still to be

formulated, however.

Several international efforts have

addressed the needto identify suchcri
teria. The "Helsinki Process" in 1993

produced six criteria, which were ap
proved in Geneva during 1994."These
criteria are legally bindingon some33
European countries. Also in 1993, the

"Montreal Process" established a set of

criteria and indicators for sustainable

forest management, to be applied to
countries with temperate and boreal

forests; the countries include five de

veloped Pacific Rim countries (the

United States, Canada, Japan, Austra
lia, and New Zealand), plus China,
Chile, Korea, and the Russian Federa

tion. In 1995, these countries approved
the "Santiago Declaration", which rec
ognizes the importance of sustainable

management of all forests and then

endorses seven non-binding criteria,
each with a set of indicators.'^

•"Ibid.

'^The criteria are 1) maintenance and

appropriate enhancement offorest resources
and their contribution toglobal carbon
cycles; 2) maintenance offorest ecosystem
health and vitality; 3) maintenance and
encouragement oftheproductivefitnctions
offorests, wood, and non-wood; 4)

maintenance, conservation, and appropriate
enhancement ofbiological diversity inforest
ecosystems; 5) maintenance and appropriate
enhancement ofprotectivefunctions inforest
management, notably soiland water;and

6) maintenance ofothersocioeconomic

functions and conditions.

'̂ Thefirstfive criteria overlap with the first
five of theHelsinki Process, but the
Santiago Declaration also includes 6)



In sum, a number of potentially

useful criteria for sustainable forest

management can be applied at the
scales of nations, national policy, and

natural resource institutions. Problems

and questions remain, however: What
do these criteria mean? Are the crite

ria all equally important or is there

some order? Can the indicators be

measured? Finally, how can this infor
mation, when available, lead nations

closer to judging the sustainability of

policy and management decisions?'̂

Approach #2: Market-
based Mechanisms

A different approach is to focus on

the decisions of individual consumers,

specifically through the efforts to cer
tify forest management and to label

products manufactured from certified
forests. Broadly speaking, the objective
is to encourage specific forms of ethi

cal action through markets within ones

own country.The intent is to promote

management that is sustainable, asde

fined by certifiers and as implicitly
agreed to by consumers.

A varietyof schemesto labelwood

products as being produced through

maintenance and enhancement of long-

term, multiple socioeconomic benefits to
meet the needs ofsocieties and 7) legal,

institutional, and economicframework for

forest conservation and sustainable
management.

'̂ Approachesfor implementing

sustainability are also applicable at other

social scales, such as the operations of timber

and wood-processing companies. See

American Forest and PaperAssociation,

Sustainable Forestry Principles and

Implementation Guidelines, Washington,

sustainable forestry practices or "envi

ronmentally friendly" processes have

beendiscussed and promoted in recent
years. Allare intended to allow for the
fact that timberharvesting hasenviron

mental costs that may not be incorpo

rated into the price of wood products.

Certification identifies management

that incorporates ethically desirable
values; ecolabeling gives consumers the

opportunityto express their preferences
for thesevalues in the marketplace. The

theory is that, from the labeling, indi
vidual retail consumers could gain rel

evant information about the environ

mental character of the harvestingand

wood-processing techniques used to

producespecific products.They could
then base their purchases on a products

impact on the environment." If con

sumers have values that are more

"green" or "biocentric," in theory they

would choose those wood products

that are least damaging environmen
tally; the net effect of these individual

market decisions would be beneficial

for forest ecosystems."

D.C.: AFPA, 1994. Fora review ofa
variety ofstrategies that business corpora
tionscan use in the "product stewardship"
area, see Stuart L. Hart, "Beyond Greening:
Strategiesfor a Sustainable World, "
Harvard Business Review, January-
February 1997: 67-76.

'̂ Wisdom, "Emerging International

Principles. ..."

'̂ An example ofa mandatory ecolabeling
scheme is theAustrian tropical timber

labeling lawenacted in 1992. It requires
all tropical timber andproducts containing
tropical wood to belabeled as such to be

sold in Austria. The law also establishes a

scheme to identify tropical timber products
producedfrom sustainably managed tropical

Mandatory ecolabeling schemes

have yet to catch on, in part because

some believe that they unfairly dis

criminate against certain timber prod
ucts and certain countries. For this rea

son, these schemes have been found to

be in violation of international trade

agreements that prohibit trade restric
tions in one country that are aimed at

changing the production processes in

another. That is, they are in conflict

with agreements on rules of trade that

are designed to encourage equal mar
ket access to all countries. The ques

tion in this case, then, is which ethical

and equity considerations should take
precedence? Voluntary certification

schemes, on the other hand, are start

ing to take hold, as Hansen, Fletcher,

and Lawton point out in the essay that

follows. However these schemes raise

the questionof whetherwood consum

ers will use certification information in

evaluating what products to purchase.
Another unanswered question is

whether consumers have a responsibil

ity to do so.

Concluding Thoughts

Efforts to define, measure, and

judge the ethical and equity conse

quences and implications of forest

management and trade face consider

able intellectual challenges:

• Given that countries in the Pacific

Rim, for example, have different

forests. It thus was an ^ort to translate
internationalforestry conventions into

nationalpolicy in a way that would directly

help consumers make decisions about wood

consumption.
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do weevaluate the long-term ben
efits and costs, economic and en

vironmental, of current levels and

patterns of Pacific Rim trade?

Once we understand the effects of

timber harvesting and the timber
trade, how do we define what

makes for a fair distribution of

those effects? That is, how do we

define what is a benefit or burden,

whether economic or environ

mental, of timber production and
trade? This is clearly an evaluative
issue, but can it be resolved by the
methods ofwelfare economics, for

example, by determiningwhat are
the most efficient harvesting and
trade processes in different coun
tries? Or must other, non-eco

nomic evaluative means and cri

teria be used for individuals and

countries in the Pacific Rim?^°

Who is the best or final judge of
the environmental and trade con

sequences of forest policies, man
agement, and consumption?
Should people, organizations, and
governments in developed coun
tries judge the environmental con
sequences of trade policies and
decisions in developing countries,
such as Chile or New Guinea?

Should Malaysians tell Americans
the rates at which they should be
harvesting and conserving their
trees? Or should there be some

kind of Pacific Rim equality and
consensus in judgingwhat isgood
and bad, virtuous or vicious, sus

tainable or unsustainable?

levels of population and income
growth and varying patterns of
income distribution, wood pro
duction, and forest productscon
sumption, how do we take this
information into account to deter

mine whether a forest resource or

consumption decision in a coun
try is equitable? Which of the
data should be placed before the
rest?

Do we have sufficient knowledge
to calculate the economic benefits

and costs of timber production
and trade, let alone the other hu

man and environmental costs?

What more do we need to know

about these factors?

How do we compare economic
and environmental costs and ben

efits? Are the economic effects of

the timber trade commensurate

with its environmental effects?

Should we judge trade on the ba
sisof environmental consequences
or should we judge the environ
mental protection of forests on the
basis of the trade consequences?
Moreover, can we sufficiently ac
count for the long-term, often in
direct, and subtle effects of the

biophysical changes we cause by
harvesting and trading timber?

If we are concerned about the ef

fects of the timber trade on the

other, non-treespecies and systems
that exist in forests, and so take a

more biocentered perspective
about their value, how do we

compare that kind of value with
value that is calculable in eco

nomic terms?

How do we take into account the

needs and possible objectives of
future generations? That is, how

^MarkSagoff The Economy oftheEarth,
Philosophy, LawandtheEnvironment,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988.

The challenge, in brief, is how to
break through biosocial variability,
complexity, and uncertainty to arrive
at sensitive judgments about the eth
ics and equity of forest management,
the timber trade, and wood consump
tion throughout the Pacific Rim.

In the end, individuals must as

sume their personal responsibilities as

consumers by getting the bestinforma
tion theycan about the woodproducts

they purchase and the processes used
to harvest, manufacture, market, and

consume them. In doing this, they can
begin to implement aspects of

sustainability through their participa
tion in markets and in other institu

tions that affect forest policies and
management, notably their political
systems. Without the necessary indi

vidual freedom or opportunity to do
so, however, it can be difficult for in

dividuals to behave in a way that re

spects suchvalues asbiodiversity main
tenance or ecosystem health. Without

knowledge of the effects and conse

quences of consumption decisions in

developed and developing countries,
and an understanding of the resource

and trade policies of countries, it can
also be hard to implement sustainabil
ity in personalwood purchases. At the

same time, consumers must do the best

they can, given existing knowledge.
Failure to act in a waythat is ethically

responsible, as we view this individu

ally, is also undesirable.



Summaries of Small-group Responses to Discussion Questions

Issues of Equity and Ethics in the Pacific Rim Timber Market

List & Brooks

Figure 1. Space and time visibility wedge.

1. Howdoes the basicframework ofscale-dependent consideration of context, op

portunity, and choice contribute to understanding and implementation of

sustainahility? Are there weaknesses in this approach?

The framework (described in the precedingessay) could help educate people

about sustainahility, identify issues of scale that otherwise might not be

considered, and foster consideration of the source—rather than the symp
tom—of problems. It is limited, however, because it doesnot explicitly con
sider time or issue complexity. Because the framework did not help them

understandsustainahility and its implementation, the group devised another

model (Figure 1). As the new model illustrates, choices and values exist
within the concentric limitations of opportunity (i.e., what can we do?) and

context (i.e., what is out there?). In addition, choices and values will vary

depending on the time and spatial scale.

2. What aretheadvantages and disadvantages to using internationalsustainahility
agreements to define and pursuesustainahility objectives?

International agreements on sustainahility will raise public awareness/un
derstanding, create a level environmental playing field, foster a predictable

business environment, address adjacency issues, and articulate problems and
solutions. However, suchagreements mayalso threaten political sovereignty,
disconnect people from solutions by placing responsibility on government,
not individuals, create inequities, and foster a false sense of hope. In addi

tion, there are five

barriers to such

agreements: lackof

clear goals, lack of

consensus on sus

tainahility, over

generalism, lackof

equity, and "This

is a wicked prob

lem!"

3. What are the

key issues that we as

a nation should

consider with re

spect to the use of

our own resources in

Context

Opportunity

Vatue«;

Scale:space & time

Space &Time Visibility Wedge
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developingpolicies to encourageforest sustainability in the Pacific Rim or other
countries?

Five goals are important in encouraging forest sustainability at national and
international levels:

• National goals and policies must be established. These should include

designating efficient practices, balancing imports andexports, provid
ing incentives, and finding alternative materials.

• Any policy must avoid moral imperialism.

• Anychanges in policy must address world population growth.

• Policymakers must be cognizant of the "law of unintended conse

quences" and avoid simplesolutions.

• Any proposed policy must include consideration of what may be im

portant to fijture generations before it is implemented.

4. Assume that we are seeking resource policies that promote sustainable fijrestry,
trade, and soundconsumption practices, and that these policies are intended to
produce economic and environmental benefitsfi?r countries and consumers. What

are the advantages and disadvantages ofa) regulatory controls to be enforced
across countries, and b)free market trade in timber and timber products?

Not addressed.

5. Ifwe consider someform ofeco-labeling asa market-basedstrategy tohelp con
sumersmake responsible choices, what information should bedisclosedfor prod

ucts manufacturedfrom wood, iron ore, andpetroleum taken from the Pacific
Rim countries? What impact would such a scheme have on sustaining Pacific
Rim natural resources and communities?

Four general categories are involved in eco-Iabeling: information, market

ing, ecology, and society. "Information" includes concerns overchain of cus

tody, standards (who creates? who oversees?), sustenance of ecological pro
cesses, how much people need to know, trust in labels, and human rights.
"Marketing" concerns social and economic costs, firm size, differential prices,

the use of niche markets, and targeting institutional buyers. "Ecology" is
the concern over the question, "What is beingsustained?" "Society" issues

include public choice, in termsof informed consumers and guilt-free buy
ing. The discussion ended with the question, "Should onlywood be green
labeled?"
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Discussion Questions

The Impact of Globalization on Forestry and Forest Industries

Hansen, Fletcher, & Lawton

1. Whatare the implications and tradeoffs of transferring forestry technol
ogy to less-developed countries?

2. What are the beneficial and detrimental consequences of worldwide
free trade in forest products to the forests of Oregon?

3. What is the responsibility of consumers, corporations, and others in
ensuring forest sustainability here, and around the world?

4. What are the socioeconomic and ecological implications of global
standards for environmental regulations?

5. As you consider your own consumption of wood fiber in your daily life,
how might you change your behavior to reduce the use of this mate
rial?



The Impact of Globalization on Forestry and Forest Industries

Eric Hansen

Rick Fletcher

Steve Lawton

The forces that are driving the
internationalization of the world

economy continue to impact the for

est industry worldwide. Communica

tion and information technology are

reducing geographical distances and

quickly dispersing newknowledge with

little regard to the economic status of
recipients. The lowering of economic

and political barriers to trade is increas

ing the international flow of capital,
goods, and services. The emergence of

regional economies is changing many

industrystructures, aswell as competi

tive requirements for international

business. National consumer markets

are convergingwith firms implement

ing global marketing strategies that are

customized for local conditions. New

market opportunities are emerging in
the national economies that are priva

tizing and transitioning from planned
to free markets. These major forces are
compelling many firms to reformulate

their strategies, resulting in the inter

nationalization of production and mar
keting.

The forest industry in the Pacific

Northwest (PNW) is not immune to

theseforces of change. The internation

alization of the forest products indus

try is driven by multinational firms

seeking new markets and forest re

sources, while shifting capital, technol

ogy, and production facilities to differ

ent regions of the world. To remain

competitive, firms in the Pacific North

west forest industry will likely need to
diversify their operations into other

regions of the world, to gather and dis

seminate technology and assets glo
bally, and to compete effectively in

competitors' own domestic markets.
The purposeof this essay is to consider

possible implications of these forces for
the Pacific Northwest forest industry.

Global Change Drivers

Population and Economic
Growth

In many countries, rapid eco

nomic growth is raising the standard

of living. In some of these samecoun
tries, the population is also growing

rapidly. This combination su^ests that

these countries will significantly in

crease their consumption of wood fi

ber. Thus, for example. Chinas more

than 1.2 billion people and rapidly

growing economy fueled by market

reforms (Food and Agriculture Orga

nization of the United Nations (FAO)

1997), should mean a significant in
crease in consumption of forest fiber.

If the population of Asia consumed

industrial roundwood (defined as in

dustrial wood in the rough, including

sawlogs, veneer logs, and pulpwood,

and, for trade purposes, chips, particles,

and wood residues (FAO 1995)) at the

same per capita level as North/Central

America, it would consume approxi

mately three times the current total

consumption of the entire world!

Urbanization and Public

Perception

Increasing urbanization and the

decliningeconomic role of natural re

sources in wealthy nations are impact

ing peoples' views of the naturalworld.

City dwellers often do not equatenatu

ral resources such as forests with eco

nomics or with their own day-to-day

consumption, but view them rather as

sources of recreation, watershed, wild

life habitat, and aesthetics. Although

these people want to consume forest

products, they do not want the envi

ronmental impacts associated with the

production of those products. Since

most forest lands in the Pacific North

west are public forests, changing pub

lic values have become a central issue

in the politicaldebate about the health

of those forests.

Forest destruction and deforesta

tion have become household words in

the United States associety has repeat

edly faced the issues of harvesting old-
growth forests and the rapid destruc

tion of tropical rain forests. While it is

clear that forests are disappearing in
many regions of the world (FAO

1997), it is not clear whether citizens

understand the myriad causes of forest

depletion and degradation. Publicity

surrounding forest degradation hasim

pacted public perceptions both of the

forest industry and of its forest man
agement activities. These negative per
ceptions continue to haunt the forest

industry in the United States and else

where (Mater 1997). To assure long-
term viability, the industrymust resolve

these conflicts and build confidence

with the diverse set of stakeholders.

Sustainability and
Sustainable Development

Sustainability—sustaining both
healthy ecosystems and viable human

communities—is emerging as a major

political and economic driver through-
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out the world. As a key player in
sustainability, the forest industry must

actively participate in the debate sur
rounding sustainability and respond
with appropriate actions. Some firms

are already explicitly integrating
sustainability into their strategic vision
in anticipation of receiving long-term

benefits. For example, some forest
products firms are implementing for
est certification as a means of verify
ing that theirforests arewell managed,
in hopes of gaining market advantage.
Currently, there are multiple forms of

forest certification, but great uncer
tainty about the fixture of any. Euro
pean consumers, retailers, and forestry

firms have been early adopters of in
dependent, third-party certification.
Producers in other regions of the world
are carefiilly monitoring trends in Eu
rope to assess the potential impact in
their own markets.

Economic Forces

Many economic forces affect the

forest industry. One example is the
fluctuation in foreign currency ex
change rates. Changes in currency ex

change rates can affect the demand for

a firm's products at home or abroad.

The devaluation of a domestic currency
mighthelp a firm by lowering the price

of its product in export markets and

increasing the relative priceof imports

in its domestic market. Exchange rate

changes can also affect production and

investment decisions. Firms locate their

production in weak-currency countries

because their investments with a rela

tively strong currency will purchase

more assets denominated in the weaker

currency. By locating production in a
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weak-currency country, the firm will
also benefit from relatively lower export
prices. Since many forest products are

soldin a commodity market with small

profit margins, exchange rate fluctua
tions can have a significant impact on
a firm's competitive position and prof
itability.

Trade Barriers

International trade is often influ

enced by governments through legal
restrictions, tariffs/taxes, quotas, or lo
cal content requirements on imports

and occasionally on exports. A recent
example of trade barriers is the Soft

wood Lumber Agreement between the
United States and Canada. Canadian

coniferous softwood lumber imports
grewfrom 25% in 1990 to 36% of the

U.S. sawnwood market in 1995. To

slow this trend, the United States

threatened Canada with a 10% tariff/

tax on all coniferous softwood lumber

imports from Canada. To avoid a ma

jor trade conflict, the two countries

signed the Softwood Lumber Agree
ment in May 1996 (Forest Products

Annual Market Review (FPAMR)

1997). That five-year agreement cre
ated an annual quota that limits duty-

free Canadian coniferous softwood

lumber exports to the United States at

34.7 million cubic meters (down from

the high of 40.1 million cubic meters

in 1995). Quantities in excess of the

import quota are subject to a signifi

cant tariff.

Policy Issues

Government policy developments
are profoundly affecting both public

and private forestry. Pressure is mount
ing for governments to become better

stewards of theirforest lands. Meetings
such as the 1992 United Nations Con

ference on Environment and Develop
ment (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro

continue to have lasting impacts on
forest policies in many nations. In the

United States, public forest manage
ment is shifting away from its previ
ous focus on timber. Powerful environ

mental groups have used the legal sys
tem and public media to refocusman

agement on non-timber goals such as

wildlife, wilderness, and recreation.

This trend is evident in other devel

oped nations, such as Canada, Austra

lia, New Zealand, and Sweden, where

the management of public, native for
ests is shiftingaway from timber pro
duction. In the United States, there is

a growing call for a total ban on tim
ber cutting on federal forests.

Private forests arealso undergoing
newpublicscmtiny, and the owners are

responding in a variety of ways. In

New Zealand, representatives of the

forest industryand majorenvironmen
tal groups signed the landmark New

ZealandForest Accord agreement. This

agreement guarantees protection of

privately owned native forests in ex

change for the endorsement of planta

tion forestry on other lands. Most de

veloped nations have a system of for

est protection laws and forestry assis

tanceprograms for private lands. These

systems are shifting from a single fo

cus on wood production to a focus on

wood production and environmental

protection.

In the United States, private for

est policy discussions continue to be

dominated by the tradeoffs between



protection of endangered species and

waterqualityand protection of private

property rights. The Pacific Northwest,

with its comprehensive forest practices

laws, is confronted with the debate

about the impact of forest practices

(timber harvesting and road building)
on non-timber forest values. Oregon

voters may vote on a ballot initiative

in November 1998 that would ban

clearcuttingon all forest lands.

In stark contrast, in the southern

United States, clearcutting, burning,
and other intensive plantation manage

ment techniques are not a part of the

public policy debate. It is unclear

whether major timber-producing re

gions in the United Stateswill eventu

ally all abide by the same rules and re

strictionsor willcontinue to operate in

very different contexts. The potential
implications for the Pacific Northwest

could be significant. The higheroper
ating costs associated with higher lev

els of environmental protection in the
Pacific Northwest create a cost disad

vantage for local companies whencom
peting with companies from regions
with lowerlevels of environmentalpro

tection.

Global Wood Production
and Consumption

Forest Cover

According to a 1997 FAO report,

the world's forests cover approximately

3.5 billion hectares. These forests are

concentrated in four countries; the

Russian Federation, Brazil, Canada,

and the United States account for over

half of the world's forests. Deforesta

tion reduced the world's forests by ap

proximately 180 million hectares be
tween 1980 and 1995. This reflects

widespread loss of forest cover in de
veloping countries, including most of

those in the tropics (FAO 1997). For

est cover actually increased in devel

oped countries, due to reclaiming of
agricultural land and other planting.

Public debate will continue to focus on

deforestation and how tropical forests

can be saved.

Wood Production

By far the biggest use of wood in

the world is for heating and cooking

in lessdeveloped countries. Fuelwood

and charcoal grew from 48% of the

total wood volume consumed world

wide in 1970 to 56% in 1994 (FAO

1997). As populations in developing
countries continue to expand rapidly,

forests in these regions willbe strained
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to both supply traditional fuel wood

and meet new industrial wood de

mands.

Worldwide demand for other

wood products continues to grow
slowly, in different proportions for ev

ery product type. Total industrial

roundwood production in the world
grew a mere 15%, from 1.3 billion
cubic meters in 1970 to 1.5 billion

cubic meters in 1994 (Figure 1). Dur
ing the same period, total production

of finished products rose dramatically
in some categories; wood-basedpanels

increased by 82% and paper and pa-
perboard by 113%. These increases,

despite the small rise in industrial

roundwood production, resulted from

greater utilization of wastes, recycling,
and increased processing efficiency
(FAO 1997).

Lumberwas the only major com
modity category that experienced no

growth between 1970 and 1994. This

[I] 1970
• 1994

Mjg,
IB 22

299

112

1
283

Africa North/Central South Asia Europe Oceania Former
America America USSR

Source: Food andAgricultural Orgainzation ofthe United Nations (FAO) 1997

Figure 1. Productionand consumption of industrial roundwood (million cubicmeters).
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is an important trend for the Pacific

Northwest because of its heavy depen
dence on lumber markets. Although
the annual Oregon harvest has fallen
from 8 billion board feet in the 1980s

to just over 4 billion feet today, other

lumber-producing regions have filled
this market gap. The southern United

States, New Zealand, Chile, and

Scandinavia haveall suppliedand ben-
efitted from this market.

Global Trends in Production
and Consumption

• North/Central America is the

largest industrial roundwood-

consuming region in the world,
accounting for 577 million cubic

meters, or approximately 40% of

total world consumption in 1994
(FAO 1997).This volume grewby
nearly 35% between 1970 and

1994, and it is expected to grow
an additional 14% by the year
2010. The relative sclf-sufFiciency

of North/Central America effec

tively masks the net imports of the
United States, especially from

Canada (FAO 1997). Although
the United States exported 4 bil
lion boardfeet of lumber and logs

in 1996 (mostly from the PNW

and Alaska), over 18 billion board

feet of wood products were im

ported (Western Wood Products

Association (WWPA) 1997).

• Asia has become a dominant con

sumer of wood, recendy surpass
ing the total consumption vol

ume of Europe. In 1970, Asia ac

counted for 15% of world indus

trial roundwoodconsumption; by
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1994, the amount had grown to
21%. Because Asia has a large fi

ber deficit, it must import about

17% of its fiber. Asian consump
tion of industrial roundwood is

expected to grow nearly 18%,
from 314 million cubic meters in

1994 to 370 million cubic meters

in 2010 (FAO 1997).

Though nearly self-sufficient,

Europe is also a net importer of

industrial roundwood. Europe
imports significant volumes of

high-value products from the

United States, as well as tropical
hardwoods from other regions of
the world. European consumption
isexpected to increase by 23% be

tween 1994 and 2010 (FAO

1997). Inter-European trade issig
nificant; Scandinavian countries

are largenet exporters, whileother

countries, such as the United

Kingdom, are significant net im
porters.

Historically a significant playerin
the world, the former Soviet

Union has undergone a dramatic
decrease in the production and
consumption of roundwood since
the fall of the Soviet Bloc. Pro

duction decreased by nearly 38%
between 1970 and 1994, and con

sumption experienced a similar

decline. Between 1994 and 2010,

consumption growth in this re
gion is projected to be the high
est in the world, at an annual rate

of 3.4%, to total 159 million cu

bic meters in 2010 (FAO 1997).

Though a relatively minor player
in the world, Africa produced

nearly 6 million cubic meters

more roundwood than it con

sumed in 1994. Its consumption
of industrial roundwood nearly
doubled between 1970 and 1994

(FAO 1997). Africa is an impor

tant supplier of tropical hard
woods for the European market.

• South America produced more

roundwood than it consumed in

both 1970 and 1994, and more

than tripled its production dur

ing that period. Currendy, South
American production surpasses

that of the former Soviet Union

(FAO 1997). Chile and Brazil are

important exporters of both solid

wood products and pulp and pa
per.

• Oceania nearly doubled its pro

duction of roundwood while ex

periencing very little growth in

consumption between 1970 and

1994 (FAO 1997). Oceania in

cludes Papua New Guinea, the

Solomon Islands, Australia, and

New Zealand. With its radiata

plantations. New Zealand is a sig
nificant exporter.

Future Fiber Deficits?

Total industrial roundwood con

sumption should increase by 21%,

from 1.5 billion cubic meters in 1994

to 1.8 billion cubic meters in 2010.

Other estimates are typically within

20% of this estimate (FAO 1997). The

FAO contends that, "at least until

2010, therewill be adequate wood glo

bally to meet both industrial and

fiielwood needs, although local short
ages willexist simultaneously with sur

pluses elsewhere" (FAO 1997, p. 74).



Pacific Northwest Forest

Production

For the past 100 years, Pacific

Northwest forests have supplied raw

material for the production of wood
products for markets in the United

States and around the Pacific Rim. The

Pacific Northwest is recognized for the
highgrowth rates in our temperate for
ests, extremely large trees, and superior
timber species, such as Douglas-fir,
ponderosapine, and true firs. Consid

ered around the world as the premier

structural lumber species, Douglas-fir
has fueled the region's timber rich
economies for much of the twentieth

century.

A significant factor that impacts

this region's level of wood production
is the high percentage of public own
ership of Pacific Northwest forests,

particularly in Oregon. Oregon's forest

base includes 27.5 million acres of for

est land, with 18.3 million acres clas

sified as timberland. Of this timber-

producing base, 51% is managed by

the government (51% federal, 6% state
and local government), 31% by tim
ber companies, and 15% by small

woodlandowners and 3% other private

owners (Oregon Department of For
estry (ODF) 1997). This is a radical

departure from other regions of the
United States; for the nationalaverage,
small woodland ownerships account
for 58% of the total forest base (Birch

1994).

Production from Oregon's private

forest lands hasbeensurprisingly con
stant over the past 50 years. Generally,

the industrial base has produced 3 to

4 billion board feet, and small wood

land owners have contributed about

0.5 billion board feet. The situation

changed radically in the early 1990s,
when timber prices skyrocketed after

timber from government forests was

eliminatedfrom the marketplace. Asa

result, small woodland owners doubled

their annual harvest to around 1 bil

lion board feet per year. This general

level of private timber harvest is esti

mated to be indefinitely sustainable

with respect to timber yield (Beuter

1995).

The harvest from Oregon's federal

forests has been much less stable. From

a peak of over 5 billion board feet per
year in the 1970s, federal forest out

put has fallen to less than 1 billion

board feet in the l'990s. This decline

has been largely due to shifts in public
values and forest management that

have diminished the importance of the

timber harvest and increased that of

endangered species, while attempting

to create sustainable natural forest eco

systems across the forest landscape.

Many people in the United States do

not wish to havetrees cut on theirpub

lic forests.

The reduction in the timber har

vest has contributed to the closure of

approximately half of the wood-pro-

cessing plants in the state during the

past decade. In addition, replacing hu

man labor with machine technology

continues to have a significant impact
on forestry, both in the Pacific North

westand in developed countries world

wide. Pacific Northwest logging con

tractorsare rapidlyadoptingScandina

vian harvesting technology, which re

places a crew of eight to ten people

with two computerized machines and

their operators (M. Melcher 1997,

Sweet Home, Oregon, personal inter
view). Sawmill workers continue to be

replaced by electronic scanners, com

puters, and automated lumberstackers.

Thus although mill production has

gone up, the number of workers has

declined sharply. This trend has had a

significant socioeconomic impact on

the communities dependent on the

forestry sector. At the same time, even

though employment levels in Pacific

Northwest forest industries have de

clined, the required skill level of the
work force is increasing.

Asa result of thesechanges in for

estmanagement and in mechanization,

Oregon's timber harvest has stabilized

at about 4 billion board feet per year.

Clearly, the forests of the Pacific North

west couldsupport a much larger har
vest. But the core issue is whether soci

etyiswilling to reformulate the tradeoff
between timber harvest and other val

ues, suchasmaintenance of old-growfth
forests and endangered species.

Forest Industry Responses to
Globolizoton

Plantations

Plantations are becoming signifi

cant contributors of industrial round-

wood. Total plantation areaworldwide

was estimated to be 128 million hea-

ares in 1990 and approximately 160
million hectares in 1995 (Brooks 1993;

FAO 1997). Plantations require a

much smaller land base than natural

forests, because wood production is

concentrated on intensively managed
land, whereas native forests are also

managed forothervalues. Forexample,
60% of Brazil's industrial wood pro

duction comes from the 1.2% of for

est land that is in plantations (FAO
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1997). Chile and New Zealand have

received the greatest recognition for
their plantations because of significant
exports, but their plantations are small

compared with those of other coun

tries. Chile has approximately 2 mil

lion hectares of plantations and New

Zealand has 1.5 million hectares;

China has nearly 34 million hectares

(FAO 1997; Jelvez 1997; New Zealand

Forestry (NZF) 1997). Especially in

developing countries, plantationareais

expected to increase dramatically be
tween 1995 and 2010 (FAO 1997).

For instance, Chinese government
plans to plant over 57 million hectares

in the next 20 years (Zhang et al.

1997).

The higher fiber costs resulting
fromecologically based management of

native forests is contributing to the

trend toward plantation forestry. This

is particularly true of Southern Hemi

spheresites with high growth rates, in

expensive labor, less stringent environ

mental laws, and cheap land. Planta

tions are often planted with genetically

engineered speciesthat provide consis

tent, high-quality fiber for the capital-

intensive pulp and paper industry. Al

though the environmental impact and

sustainability of exotic species are in

tensely debated, the low-cost supplyof

plantation fiber continues to attract

significant investments.
Stora Forest and Timber in Swe

den estimates that a cubic meter of

pulpwood from a Swedish native for

est delivered to a mil! costs approxi

mately $50, versus just over $20 for
pulpwood from a plantation in Chile.

These cost differentials are causing

some companies to look elsewhere for

fiber, often to Southern Hemisphere
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countries like Chile, Brazil, and New

Zealand, where fiber production costs
are typically lower.

Expansion of plantation acreage
relies on capital, available acreage, and
technical expertise. Multinational firms
that areseeking both new markets and
forest resources can shift significant
amounts of capital and technology to
remote forest regions to establish new

plantations. Such is the case with de

veloping plantation industries in New

Zealand and South America. Multina

tional forest-products firms are pur

chasing landand investing in vertically
integrated processing plantsand manu
facturing facilities.

Adding Value

Most countries are processing
more raw materials and adding value
domestically, rather than exporting logs
or unprocessed raw materials. Govern

ments ofproducing nations areprovid
ing incentives and exerting pressure to

capture the value-added processing of
their own forest resources. This trend

is reflected in Indonesia, whereproduc

tion of plywood increased from

107,000 cubic meters in 1975 to 9.3

million cubic meters in 1990. The In

donesian government has used incen

tives and subsidies to develop this in

dustry segment (Lyons 1995). A vari

etyof other indicators also point to the
increase in value-added manufacturing;

exports of such wood products from

InternationalTropical Timber Organi
zation (ITTO) producer countries ex

periencedsteadygrowth between 1990

and 1994 (FPAMR 1997). According
to Neil Keating, over $750 millionwill

be invested in New Zealand over the

next seven years on new re-manufac

turing facilities (Anonymous 1997). In

Oregon, employment levels in second

ary wood-product industries increased

by nearly 10% between 1990and 1995

(Oregon Employment Department

(OED) 1990; 1995).

Sustainability and the
Marketplace

Within each region of the world,

there are pioneer firms leading the
transformation to what is being called
sustainable forestry. In the United

Kingdom, the WorldWildlifeFund for

Nature (WWF) 1995 + Group is fun

damentally changing the conditions for

market access, as major retailers are
requiring that their suppliers use fiber
from forests that have beenthird-party

certified aswell managed. Similarly, the
German publishing industry is exert
ing pressure on suppliers to provide

pulp and paper from sustainably man
aged forests and has publicly commit

ted to environmentally responsible pur

chasing of forest products. This com
mitment has provided an opportunity
for industry leaders in Scandinavia to

capture early-mover advantages, poten

tial price premiums, and additional

market share by being the first indus

trial producers in Europe to gain cer
tification of their forest management
and products.

In the United States, Collins Pine

and several of its peers have been pio
neers in certified forestry and the mar

keting of certified forest products.
Someowners of non-industrial, private

forest land are actively evaluating cer

tification, and manufacturers of certi

fied secondary wood products aregain-



ing greater market recognition. Re
cently, Minnesota and Pennsylvania

havesuccessfully certified some of their
state forest lands. While most U.S.

firms arecautiously observing this tran

sition, a few are quietly developing ac

tion plans to obtain third-party certi
fication of their forests lands.

The market for certified forest

products is only beginning to emerge,

but it is already shifting from narrow

nichesto significant opportunities. Al
though the market has thus far dealt
primarily with solid wood products,

certified pulp and paper will soon be a

significant opportunity because of the
emerging European market demand. In

general, the volume of forest products
coming from third-party certified for

ests appears to be growing. The ques

tion is whether consumers will increas

ingly emphasize concern for the entire

life cycle of forest products and the

environmental impact of their produc

tion, similar to the public concern that

has arisen overthe workingconditions

of employees of multinational apparel

and athletic shoe manufacturers.

Efficiency Improvements

Continued growth in global de
mand for wood fiber will increase the

importance of efficient use of raw ma

terials. Some Latin American pulp and

paper firms are vertically integrating

ecologically efficient, environmentally

friendly production plantswith inten
sively managed plantation forests.

However, producers in the Northern

Hemisphere are concerned that these

firms operatingin the SouthernHemi

spheremayexertcompetitive pressures

as they become suppliers of low-cost.

certified forest products to leadingEu
ropean consumer markets and global
consumer product firms.

Implications for the Pacific
Northwest Industry

Global Competition

The forestry industry in the Pa

cific Northwest will experience more

competitive pressure from international
competition as the number and vari

ety of competitors increase dramati

cally. Importedwood products, suchas
furniture from Taiwan and Malaysia

and mouldings and millwork from Bra

zil and Chile, continue to gain market

acceptance and distribution. North
American manufacturers of forest

products will continue to seek cheap

and efficient sources of fiber and can

therefore be expected to increase their

foreign investment in production and
forest land. International mergers and

acquisitions will consolidate key seg

ments of the industry. Pacific North

west producers will compete against
new and bigger firms in their interna

tional markets.

A unique aspect of global compe

tition for the forest industry is that the

level and sophistication of forest man
agement practices will increasingly be
judged against a worldwide standard.

If forest management practices in the

Pacific Northwest are considered bet

ter than in other regions of the world,

they maygain a competitive advantage

via access to markets and forest re

sources. Although this phenomenon

has yet to manifest itself in this form,

the converse has proven true. Asian
companies with bad reputations be

causeof their environmentally destruc

tive forestry practices have been dis

couraged from operating in South
America and have been targets of en
vironmental demonstrations.

Public Perception

Even if forestry practices in the

Pacific Northwest aremoreecologically

friendly and technologically advanced

than in other regions of the world, the

American publics negative perception

of forestry will continueto significandy

impact the industry. The intense pub

lic debate about the health of Pacific

Northwest forests will diminish only

when citizensbelieve that the industry

is actively managing forests in an eco
logically friendly and sustainable man

ner. This will require the industry to

regain credibility with a variety of

stakeholders. To date, the industry has

typically attempted to write and deliver

its own message, with verylimited suc

cess. Emerging strategies such as in

volving watershed councils, local stake
holder partnerships, and even third-

party certification are evidence of the

industry's attempt to restore credibil

ity. A central issue is whether the in

dustry can regain the high moral

ground in the eyes of the public, who

control access to the forests of the Pa

cific Northwest.

Industry Migration

For forest-products companies,

the Pacific Northwest is becoming a
high-risk region in which to operate.

The small proportion of privatelands,

high level of scrutiny by environmen-
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tal groups, rising costs of meeting new
regulations, and public distrust are

causing companies to concentrate their

investmentand growth efforts in other

regions of the United States and of the

world. This migration is already evi
dent, as companies are investing
heavily in the southern United States

and in the Southern Hemisphere.

Sustainability and
Competitive Advantage

Sustainable forestry and good
business practices are not mutuallyex
clusive. Indeed, both must exist for a

firm to establish a sustainable competi
tive advantage. Firms demonstrating

sustainable management of forest re
sources may gain access to forest lands

and distribution channels unavailable

to companies with a poorer image.

Firms that manage their forests in a
sustainable manner will also ensure a

long-term supply of high-quality fiber
for vertically integrated production.

For instance, Weyerhaeuser Company

believes that the sustainable forestry
practices implemented on its corporate
forest lands will generate future prof

its and a competitive advantage for
many decades, as high-quality, clear-

grade timber is harvested for the pre

mium-pricedexport markets.

Increased Use of

Technology

Fiber costs will continue to drive

the useof capital-intensive technology.
Firms that use natural resources in ef

ficient and innovative ways will de

velopa sustainable competitive advan

tage. The industry must continue to
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innovate in the areas of forest manage
ment, harvesting, process technology,
genetics, and waste recovery. Increased
useof non-traditional species, and even

non-wood fiber products, will play a
significant future role in providing con
sumers withwood-fiber-based products
from sustainable sources.
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Summaries of Small-group Responses to Discussion Questions

The Impact of Globalization on Forestry and Forest
Industries

Hansen, Fletcher, & Lawton

1. What are the implications and tradeoffs of transferring forestry technology to
less-developed countries?

Transferring technology to less-developed countries could affect their cul

ture, people, and environment, because with technology comes cultural and
socioeconomic change, such asdependency, aswell as changes to landscapes

and resources. Universities can help mitigate the possible negative effects of
such changes by fostering legitimate cross-disciplinary linkages among re

searchers to consider issues connected to technology transfers. Through non-
traditional research, collaborations among individuals and groups, innova

tive problem solving, and finding ways to do more with less (individual

and collective consumption), universities can be leaders in sustainability and
in the transfer of forestry technology to less-developed countries. A key

component of such changemay be the proven translationof sustainability

into profit.

2. What are the beneficial and detrimental consequences of worldwide free trade
inforest products to theforests of Oregon?

Worldwide free trade in forest productscouldbenefit the forests of Oregon
simply because the forests would be easier to protect if the demand were

less. At the same time, however, such trade could be detrimental, both be

cause there would be less investment in our forests and because it would be

harder for local experts to affect corporate policy. Because corporations could
move to areas with fewer or no environmental regulations, the possibility
of over-exploitation of a resource increases. Thus, we don't know the full

consequences.

3. What is the responsibility of consumers, corporations, and others in ensuring
forest sustainability here and around the world?

Consumers are responsible for maintaining their individual sense of ethics

and must be well-informed about issues of sustainability. Consumers can
force minimum standards for sustainable forestry through regulations and
can coerce industry through individual decisions about the purchase of spe
cific products.

Because corporationsare accountable to stockholders and must remain eco

nomically viable, theywill pass on the true costs of sustainability. Corpora
tions must act responsibly in creating sustainable plantations and in deter
mining the distribution of plantations.
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Foresters areresponsible for the long-term outlook. They must practice en
vironmentally sound forestry, such as thatpromoted in theSociety ofAmeri
can Foresters' Code of Ethics (3/26/98. www.safnet.org/saf/ethics.html).

4. What are the socioeconomic andecological implications ofglobal standardsfor
environmental regulations?

Before the implications of global environmental standards could be ad
dressed, the issue of global standards in general were considered. Global
standards are difficult to set, because they require clear goals and possibly
allowances for regional variation. Global standards are more often imple
mented to prevent negative consequences than to promote positive actions.

Theimmediate socioeconomic consequences and implications ofglobal stan
dards for environmental regulations may differ from the long-term conse
quences. Short-term consequences may well be negative forsome countries.
For instance, in theshort term, global standards would increased competi
tiveness in the marketplace, resulting in regional winners and losers. On
the other hand, over time, such standards could help diversify forest eco
nomics, which would contribute to long-term stability for economies de
pendent upon forest products.

5. As you consider your own consumption of woodfiber in your daily life, how
might you change your behavior to reduce the use ofthis material?

Not addressed
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Discussion Questions

Role of Technology in Sustoinability: Opportunities and Limits

Morrell & McLain

1. What criteria should we use to evaluate forestry and forest product
technologies to ensure that their benefits for sustoinability outweigh any
risks?

2. What role should universities play in the developn^ent and use of
technology that has positive socioeconomic benefit and may signifi
cantly affect forest sustainability in some parts of the world?

3. What role should university scientists and engineers play in public
policy discussions about forestry and related technology issues? Active
participant or strictly a resource for others in the debate?

4. Assume that new technology couldeconomically replace most of the
uses of wood with huge quantities of products made from annual crops,
soil, garbage, and water. What would be the implications of that
technology for sustaininng forests and technology?

5. Public environmental policy may encourage actions that replace one
environmental impact with another. With respect to the use of wood
and wood-based products, what criteria should be used in evaluating
policy that mayencourage or discourage the use of alternative non-
wood materials?



Role ofTechnology in Sustainability: Opportunities and Limits

Jeffrey J. Morrell
Thomas E. McLain

Ajust machine to make big decisions

programmed byfellows withcompassion
and vision. We'll be clean when their

work is done. . . (D. Fagan, I.G. Y, The
Nighty, 1982).

Science and technology have

shapedthe nature of developed societ

ies in the latter half of the twentieth

century. Following on the heels of the

agricultural and industrial revolutions,

the earlydaysof the information revo

lution portend a future of rapid tech
nological change that promises both

opportunity and concern for our

world. Never before have we been able

to viewthe impacts of local change on

a global basis, particularly with regard
to our environment. These changes

provide an opportunity to more care-

fijlly assess technology and to use our

capabilities in a more environmentally

sensitive fashion.

Our relationships with forests and

their products are often driven by the

effects of technology. This is true es

pecially for developed nations where a

high standard of living, increased lei

sure time, and a significant consump

tion ethic are found. But the role of

technology is, and will be, significandy

different for the two-thirds of the glo

bal population who rely on wood for

their primary source of energy. The

purpose of this essay is to explore how

technology has direcdy impacted the

use and conservation of forest re

sources, and to speculate on the roles

of technology in the future. Although

our comments are largely directed to

ward Pacific Northwest and North

American issues, the roleof technology

in global issues of population growth,

international tradeand energy demand

may, in the long run, be even more
important for the rest of the world.

The science of growing trees and

managing forests haschanged radically

over the past 50 years (Hyde 1997). In

most countries, we have transitioned

from harvesting an existing timber re

source to managing forest plantations.

Geographic Information Systems

(GIS), usingspace-age technology, en

able us to look at forest and societal

issues on a much larger scale than was

previously possible. The new, informa-

tion-based field of biotechnology may

hold the keys to foresthealth and pro

ductivity issues that nag at us today.

And innovations in harvest technology
and road management may help us

balance economic and environmental

concerns. Although all are important

issues, we will focus on the role of tech

nology in production, demand, and

consumption of wood-based products.

In writing this paper, we are in
fluenced by several general observations

and assumptions about technology:

• technologycan be used to develop

alternatives, but humans make

choices based on personal needs

and economics

• improved future use of wood will

reflect primarilyeconomic incen

tives

• technology oftenis misunderstood
or seen as risky by the general

public

• technology can create as well as

resolve problems.

Technological change in the twen
tieth century associated with wood-

based productshasbeenlargely a fimc-
tion of several factors, including

• resource scarcities that result in

increased raw material costs, forc

ing greater efficiency in produc

tion, development of improved or

new products, and improved uti
lization of nontraditional or less

desirable species

• an abundance of low-value raw

materials, such as recycled fiber or

waste products, whichcanbe sub
stituted for traditional sources

• changes in markets or consumer
demand for products, and compe

tition from newer renewable ma

terials or traditional nonrenewable

materials

• increased manufacturing costs,

principally driven by the costs of

capital, labor, and compliance

with environmental regulation

• scientific advances that enable new

technology.

To see how these factors have

played out over time, it is helpful to
look at the role of technology in our
historical use of wood products.

The Past

The early history of forest prod

ucts utilization in North America is

one of consumption without concern

for supply; there wasoften the percep

tion that more timber was always just
over the next hill. Early harvests were

haphazard, wasteful, and, until the be-
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ginning of the twentieth century,
largely devoted to clearing land, while
generating large volumes of wood

needed to fuel and house the growth
of our society. Forest history is replete
with such attitudes—the depletion of
white pine in the Northeast and the
clearcutting of the northern forests are

just two examples. Except in the west

ern United States, these activities co

incided with conversion of forest land

to agriculture. Harvesting and manu
facturing of lumber was often the first
step in settlement, particularly in the

eastern United States (Perlin 1991).

Wood usewas pervasive in the Ameri
can culture: woodfueled cooking fires,

provided shelter, and was used for

bridges, piers, packaging, support for
rails, and a host of other purposes. As

a prelude to America's industrial age,
vast quantities of wood were also used

to make charcoal for iron smelting.
Timberconversion and technology was
crude and highlylabor intensive; it was

focused on transporting and process
ing large quantities of wood. "With a
few exceptions, this early use of tim
ber waswithout thought for the future.

The westward expansion of the
mid- to late 1800s brought a growing
concern that forest resources were not

endless. Timber, however, remained

cheap, and there was little incentive to

conserve, eitherin manufaauring or in

service. One of the few exceptions was
in transportation. Like riversteamboats

before them, railroads consumed huge
quantities of timber in their cross
country expansion. Late in the nine

teenth century, railroads used wood

primarily in ties and bridges (nearly
2700 tiesper mile, representing almost

one-quarter of the nations annual tim
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ber production) (Olsen 1971). As rail

roads moved into the West, however,

they were faced with two problems.
First, much of the vast frontier lacked

trees; huge volumes of ties had to be

transported from either coast. Second,
the supply of naturally durable species
that could be imported from forested

regions was limited. Rapid biodeterio-
ration of ties cut from nondurable spe
cies forced massive replacements on

existing rail lines; on average, every
piece of wood had to be replaced ev
ery five to seven years. The high cost
of maintenance forced railroads to con

sidermethodsfor extending tie service
life.

The solution involved a new tech

nology for impregnating wood with
chemicals by using combinations of

pressure and temperature. This process

increased tie service life by ten times
or more, to the point where ties failed

because of the mechanical damage in
duced by heavy loads, rather than be
cause of biological degradation. By

1960, tie usage was one-fifth of the

level in 1900, despite the construction
of thousands of additional miles of

track. The development of preservatives
also created the wood treatment indus

try in North America, which currently

treats over 502 million cubic feet of

timber per year, prolonging the useftd

life of many products and reducing
the need for timber harvesting
(Micklewright 1990). As we will dis

cuss later, however, this technology is

not without cost.

Western forests were largely har

vested alongthe coastor near large riv

erswhere logs couldbe floated to mills.

In the process, large volumes of tim
ber were left to rot in the woods or

decayed during the time between fell
ing and processing. Slab boards, saw
dust, and other materials were either

burnedor dumped. (Oneexception to
this waste was the development of a

Pacific Northwest (PNW) tannin in

dustry that usedthe barkof certain tree

species for tanning animal skins.) As
much as two-thirds of the wood cut

from the forest was lost in removal and

manufacturing (Leopold 1927;
Glesinger 1950). The lumberindustry
at this time was still characterized by
extensive manual labor for cuttinglogs,
hauling them to the mill, and stacking
the finished lumber. This limited pro
duction at many mills; all-weather

roads, cable logging, chainsaws, and
mechanical stackers were decades away.

The failure to use by-products
from the manufacture of lumber and

timber in the Pacific Northwest re

flected the absence of markets for these

materials. The pulp and paper indus
try wasstilllargely centered in the East,
and composite materials such as par

ticle board and wafer board were still

decades away from commercial use.
Furthermore, the low cost of timber

provided little incentive_to enhance
recovery of these materials, and its rela

tive isolation limited PNW access to

markets. (These materials continue to

be disposed of in many developing
countries that lacka secondary market

for timber by-products.) The end of
the nineteenthcenturydid witness the
first steps to set aside federal forest re

serves; however, these were initially cre

ated for the purpose of ensuring a sus
tained supplyof forest products, while

alsoprotecting the environment. Even

then, however, there was a furious de

bate between the utilitarian view of



forests proposed by Gifford Pinchot
and the beginnings of the view of for
ests as more than just timber, as es
poused by John Muir.

The first half of the twentieth cen

tury saw a westward shift in the U.S.
population and a marked increase in
inter-regional trade. Although this be
gan the development of a large forest-
products industry in the PNW, there
remained little incentive to increase

lumber recovery or utilize by-products.
Timber was still a cheap commodity,

and extensive pine timberlands east of

the Cascade Range were being pur
chased for pennies per acre. One fac
tor that did begin to encourage effi
ciency was the emergence of unions on
the West Coast. Western lumber mills

were hotbeds of union activity in the

1920s and ,1930s, and the region re

mained strongly pro-union well into
the 1980s.This activitytranslated into

higher labor costs than at comparable
mills in the South and East and prob

ably provided some incentive to in

crease productivity. The 1920s and

1930s also saw the emergence of a
composite material industry, as wellas
a strong pulp and paper segment, in
the Pacific Northwest. The develop

ment wasa recognition of the need for

panel materials, rather than an effort
to improve wood recovery, but it her
alded the beginning of a move toward

reconstitutedwood products that con

tinues to this day.

Weak economic growth in this

period, coupled with a strong conser
vation effort, broughta newrealization

that the forest resource was finite. Al

though virtually all harvests still took
place in virgin forests, reforestation ef
forts were eventually begun. We in

Oregon fondly view the Tillamook
Burn as a watershed event in this pro

cess, even though active reforestation

was relatively new to the region. De
spite technological advances in the
years before World War II, there was
little widespread improvement inwood
utilization technology, however, be

cause of lowprices and weak markets.
The warand the years immediately af
ter saw a dramatic change in the tim

ber industry, asa series of critical events

forced mill owners to enhance recov

ery. During the war, demand for tim
ber for military purposes rose rapidly,

and for the first time, significant pub
lic research funds to improve forest

management andwood use were made
available. The OregonForest Research
Laboratory was chartered in 1941, as

were similar facilities in other states.

The end of the war unleashed an

unparalleled consumer demand for
timber for home construction. To meet

this need, the industry over-harvested
private lands and soon lobbied for an

increased harvest on federal land. As

demand continued to grow, costs for
stumpage also rose and were largely
passed to the consumer. There were
limits to such growth, however; it soon

became evident that increased product

recovery from individual logs wouldbe
essential for the industry to survive and

to keep the American economy on

track. The heatedlogmarket of the late

1970s and 1980s largely completed the
transformation from widely scattered,

inefficient small mills to larger inte

grated complexes. High bids for
stumpage followed bythe recession and
slump in home construction in the
early 1980s doomed many marginal
sawmills, who could not recover a suf

ficient volume of material from their

high-priced federal logs. The result was
an extensive consolidation of the indus

try, with a concurrent loss in employ
ment. This loss devastated manysmall

rural communities, and some are only

now beginning to recover. The consoli
dation also had its positive effects.

While firms that had developed their

own timber base were often able to

continue in business, most of the com

panies that survived had also invested
in technology to enhance recovery or

reducelabor costs. This served to keep

costs to the consumer low and markets

strong.

Wood utilization technology

played a critical role in sustaining the
country's economic growth in the post
waryears. Plywood andglue-laminated
timber represent technologies that ben

efited from war-related research con

ducted in the United States and Ger

many. Theseproducts were specifically
designed to replace more wood-inten
sive alternatives. Market demand

forced lumber manufacturers to use

grading systems that transformed large
quantities of commodity wood into
engineering materials and added value
to low-cost products. Platform house

construction, which used 2- by 4-inch

lumber sheathed with plywood, be

came the low-cost norm used to meet

the pent-up housing demand. Connec

tion systems, such as truss plates and
air-gun nailers, reduced high labor
costs and made housing affordable for

an entire generation. New consumer

products, especially in home furnish
ings, andnewmanufacturing technolo
gies caused the value added to wood
by processing to nearly triple between

1950 and 1986 (Haynes 1990). The
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import of technology became a much
larger factor in utilization as other

countries developed specialized conver
sion equipment to make secondary

products.

Although production of industrial

wood expanded after the war, it was

not until the mid-1960s that produc
tion levels reached those of the early
1900s, despite significant population
growth (Figure 1).Technology isprob-
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The gains in efficiency are clearly
illustrated in a recent North America

Timber Trends Study, whichnotedthat
the amount of roundwood required to
produce one board foot of sawnwood

or plywood has decreased from 2.67

board feet in 1970 to 2.14 board feet

in 1984 to 1.98 board feet in 1996.

This represents a 25% gain in recov-

1975 1991

Figure 1. U.S.DomesticProduction ofForest Products 1800-1991.

tional products from the existing re
source, and these limits largely reflect
the practice of manufacturing square
products from a round input material,
as well as the limitations of industrial

sawtechnology. At the sametime, a di
verse array of other materials can be

created from the by-products of
sawnwood production; we are just be
ginning to see the growth in these in

dustries. The feasibility of many such
products is primarily driven by the
prices of competing materials, such as
steel, plastic, or masonry.

The growth of a market for alter
native wood-based materials is best il

lustrated by the panel industry. The
first panel product was plywood, which
gained prominenceafterWorld War II,

asa result of newpeeling and adhesives

technologies. This industry was initially
concentrated on the West Coast be

cause of market demand for clear ve

neer and the inefficiency ofpeeling the
smaller logs that were more prevalent
in other parts of the United States.The

need for larger logs was easily met with
old-growth Douglas-fir. However, in-

ably the single most important reason
that wood harvest and production did
not mirror the post-war explosion in
population and demand. New tech

nologies, such asefficient sawing tech
nology, the development of plywood

and other panel products, wood
trusses, and later computer-aided

manufacturing techniques, make it

possible to meet increased demand

without increasing harvest (Table 1). At
the same time, the advent ofsubstitutes

for high-quality wood using lower
quality or underutilized species and the

development of newpulpingprocesses
reduced demand for high-quality
wood. Technology enabling the use of
hardwoods in pulping and papermak-
ing, for example, opened new markets

and forest management opportunities.
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ery efficiency, with most of this in

crease (19.9%) occurring between
1970 and 1984. There are, of course,

limits to our ability to recover tradi

Table 1. Examples of selected significant technological advances in forest
products in the twentieth century.

Advance

Power backup roller for plywood

Chip and saw

Computer program for identifying best
open face

Thin kerf saws

Laminated veneer lumber

Parallam

Weldwood (finger jointing)

Resin developments

Wood trusses

Waterborne preservatives

Gain

Increased log use

Increased recovery

Increased recovery of higher-value
wood

Increased yield

More efficientuse of lower-grade wood

Use of lower-grade logs

Gluing of wetter wood

Better performance under adverse
conditions

Decreased wood use per structure

Decreased wood losses, treated wood
allowed in houses



creasing log prices and diminishing
supplies encouraged the further devel
opment of peeling technologies, such
as the spindle-less lathe, as well as ad
vances in adhesion chemistry that

made smaller-diameter logs and other
species commercially viable for panel
production.As a result, there is now a

large southern pine plywood industry
today that did not exist prior to 1963.
More recently other panel materials

have been developed to fill specific
market niches or to replace plywood.
For instance, particle board and me

dium density fiberboard were devel

oped to meet certain non-structural
applications. Although both use by

products of sawing or other waste ma
terials, and thus represent low-cost

commodities, neither has the proper

ties inherent in sawn lumber or ply

wood.

Because the cost of plywood rose

as veneer logs became more scarce, al
ternative structural materials were de

veloped. The most important of these
was waferboard, which was later re

placed by oriented-strand board
(OSB). These composite materials are

made of flakes of low value, lower-den

sity wood species, or low-quality tra
ditional commercial species. Although

these new composite panels may not

be as strong as plywood, they are suit

able for many applications where ply

wood was used in the past. At first,
consumer acceptance of OSBwas low;

however, continued marketing efforts,

improved manufacturing technology,
and competitive pricingeventually be
gan to shiftconsumer preferences. This

product has experienced extensive

growth, largely at the expense of ply
wood. By 1997, OSB had gained al

most half of the structural panel mar

ket in North America (Crows 1997).

Oriented-strand board generally uses
lower-value species that do not have
other markets, thereby reducing pres

sure to harvest more valuable commer

cial species. This is an important point

for specific regions, such as the upper

Midwest, where a strong rural forest

economy developed as a result of this
need. There are no OSB plants in Or

egon, a reflection of both the charac
teristics and the higher costofour tim
ber. Although the growth of the OSB

industry came at the expense of ply
wood market share, it is likely that

other products such as gypsum board

would have eventually replaced ply

wood, had OSB not been developed.

The pastdecade haswitnessed the
increased development of engineered

composite productsand more efficient
marketing of materials, including lami

nated veneer lumber, Parallam, and

composite I-beams, in which wood is
only one component. More can be ex

pected to reach the market in the fii-
ture, as we have seen, technology has

responded to timber supply, wood
costs, and consumer demand in a va

riety of ways to maximize recovery in

manufacture, fully utilize timber by

products, and produce new composite
materials to meet increasing demand.

Considerations for the
Future

The United States is currently

both the largest producer and the larg

est importer of wood products in the

world. We meet about one-third of our

current needs with wood from other

countries. Since markets tend to cut

costs through innovation, universally
available technology is a major factor

in the world market place. Although
the United States is a leader in imple
menting technology, stronginvestment

in other countries is cutting that lead.

The globalization of fiber markets, es
pecially with emerging lower-cost and
morestablesources of supply, is begin
ning to impact the Pacific Northwest
and will continue to do so for some

time.

A major factor affecting forest

sustainability is the importance of

wood as a fuel. Almost 55% of the

world wood harvest is currently being

used for fuel (United Nations Food

and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

1997); it may be difficult to reduce
future demands on global forests with
out a new, significant, and cheap

source of energy. On the other hand,

implementing even relatively small

improvements in the efficient use of

wood fuels in developing countries

could easily dwarf concurrent techno

logical gains in more developed coun
tries.

In recent years there has been con

siderable interest in usingafforestation
asa componentof plans to reduce con
centrations of atmospheric carbon di
oxideand to mitigateand adapt to pro

spective global climatechange. The use

of wood and other typesof biomass for

fuel can slow buildup of carbon diox

ide by replacing use of more damag

ing fossil fiiels. Forests and woodprod
ucts can also serve as carbon sinks if

managed appropriately. This complex

and evolving subject will surely receive
more interest and attention in the next

decade. Technology can and will play

a major role in the debate and in any
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policy decisions that emerge. Interested
readers should see Sampson and Hair
(1996) for a comprehensive overview.

How Can Technology
Enhance Forest
Sustainability?

In the future, technology can en
hance forest sustainability in three
broad ways:

• by helping to optimize the
amount of wood needed to meet

the broad needs of society

• by helping achieve appropriate
levels of economic potential for
wood to meet diverse needs

• by minimizing or eliminating
some of the environmental im

pacts associated with manufactur

ing or using wood products and

their substitutes.

Optimizing for
Sustainability

Optimization is a process that in

cludes both conservation (the use of

fewer resources to meet needs) and

enhancement of wood as a material to

create new opportunities or avoid less

desirable alternatives.

Harvest and Manufacturing
Efficiency

In the Pacific Northwest and else

where in North America, the applica
tion of newer technology in the har
vesting and processing of forest prod
ucts can markedly enhance our effi

ciency at converting harvested trees
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into usable products. Advances in har

vesting practices that use"light-on-the-
land" equipment and techniques to
minimize stand damage and soil com
paction, whole-tree utilization, and

aerial logging have the potential to re
duce the need for extensive road sys
tems and reduce fuel consumption.
Harvest technology will be critical to
continue producing a variety of services
and products from the forests of the
future.

Processing technology and the

development of materials that use by
products enable almost all ofevery log
that reaches a modern sawmill to be

used in some way. However, some
value and volume losses still occur as a

result of poor wood management. In
thePacific Northwest, where we expect
to see increased diversity in the raw

materials, there will be challenges to
improve recovery. In addition, we ex

pect diminishing returns on techno
logical improvements in the manufac
turing and use of traditional dimen
sional products such as lumber. How

ever, given the hugevolumeof lumber
produced annually in the Pacific
Northwest, relatively small improve
ments can still produce large absolute
gains. These incremental improve
ments includebetter sawing technolo
gies, new products that use wood resi

dues more efficiendy, and further re
finements in computer-aided sawing
systems. Oregon mills havebeen lead

ers in implementing these technologies;
that heritage should continue as high
technology and manufacturing engi
neering co-evolve.

Perhaps more important for the
future will be the evolution of new

ways to capture greater value from

wood with less volume. A good ex

ample in the Pacific Northwest is the

development ofveneer-slicing technol
ogy, This technology hasimproved the
profitability of "grade" lumber mills,
which traditionally used old-growth
trees for products whosevaluewas re
lated to appearance, rather than to
strength or stiffness. Slicing technology
was originally developed to maximize
the value of highly prized species, such
as walnut and cherry. These technolo
gies segregate the higher-quality wood
on the outside of tree from the lower-

quality inner wood. The high-quality
wood is sliced into very thin veneer
that is sold for such uses as door skins

and cabinet faces. Alternatively, the
veneer may be "wrapped" around a
core piece of lower-quality wood (or

particleboard, plastic, steel, etc.) to
yield a product of traditional size and

quality appearance, such as moulding
or millwork, but with a small volume

of high-quality fiber. Although there
are challenges with this technology, it
is now becoming common in Oregon
and accepted in the marketplace.

Other profitableadvances in tech
nology will involve improvements in
the way that we use products. For ex
ample, as a result of engineering ad
vances, wood frame houses can be built

with less wood but provide equal or
better performance than those built
withmore traditional methods. Again,
the industry must focus equally on
performance and price, or these ad
vances will be resisted by consumers.

Another important class of oppor
tunities involves applying known tech
nological solutions to problems. For
example, logs left too long in the
woods or in storage become infested by
fungi and insects, reducing the value
of the products. Similar losses can oc-



cur duringshipping aftermanufacture.
Furthermore, improper seasoning can

increase the amount of warping, twist

ing,and otherdefects that make boards
less valuable or even unusable for some

applications. The magnitude of these
subtle losses is difficult to detect, since

the damaged materials are often used
for lower-value products and thus are

not reported as losses. Nevertheless
theseare preventable losses; education

and perhaps financial incentive maybe
most effective for enhancing conserva

tion.

New technology can also improve

the value of "waste" that might cur

rently be used for low-value fuel. A

good example of this comes from a
new milloutsideof Corvallis, Oregon.

End trim, the 6- to 24-inch-long sec

tions that are trimmed from the end

of dimension lumber, are generally

burned to create process steam for sale

or use in the mill or chipped for pulp

production. Newgluingand manufac
turing technology allows these short,

wet pieces to be finger-jointed and

end-glued to create longer pieces of

high-value lumber The resulting
manufactured lumber can have good
strength and stiffness characteristics,

which allow its use in home construc

tion. Similar technology is used to

make paintable moulding for windows

and doors. Thus timber conservation

can be enhanced by adding value

through technology.

Recycling and Waste
Management

Recycling wood fiber has had a

significant impact in reducing the
amount of wood-based materials that

enter the municipal waste stream and

has expanded markets for paper prod

ucts. It has also slowed the increase in

harvest needed to meet the rapidly in
creasing demand for fiber products

worldwide. The slowing trend should
continue in developed countries, as

technology enhancements reduce costs

and increase the viability of recycled
fiber in a widerarrayof products. New

technologies that may have similar

impacts include extruded and molded
wood-plastic materials and technolo
gies that reduce environmental con
cerns with associated de-inking and

dealing with contamination. As Ince

(1996) notes, new technologies for

wood and paper recycling can reduce

the waste stream and create niche mar

ketsfor recyclables, ". . . but offeronly

modest opportunities to substantively

change the volume or value of wood

and wood fiber commodities con

sumed and produced in the forest
products sector by the year 2005."

Over one million homes are con

structed in the United States each year,

and 95% of these are primarily com

posed of wood. The amount of wood

used per house has steadily increased

as the size of homes

has expanded over

the past 40 years

(Figure 2) (Haynes

et al. 1995). It is

difficult to avoid

generating wood

waste in traditional,

stick-built con

struction for many

reasons, including

lack of financial in

centive. The Port

land Metro Com

mission discovered that 3.0 to 4.9

pounds of wood waste results from

every squarefoot of houseconstruction

(McGregor 1993). This construction

waste strains our disposal capabilities,

and avoiding tipping costs does provide
some incentive to prevent waste. In

creasing prices for construction mate

rials and wastedisposal can force house

designs and construction practices that
minimize material use. For example,

manufactured homes and modular

construction produce less waste. Un

fortunately, the perception that these

productsaresubstandard is difficult to

overcome. As a result, the transition

has been slow except in areas where

large-volume builders cater to modest-

income buyers.

Beyond the housing market, the

solidwoodsegment of the industryhas
concentrated on internal recycling,
through the development of a diverse

array of composites that use sawdust,
chips, and virtually any fiberproduced

by trees. Still to be addressed is how

to continue to use wood products at

the end of their design life.
Composting, which has been instituted
in some localities, effectively eliminates

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1992

Figure 2. Lumber useper newsingle-familyhouse in the United
States (McKeever and Phelps 1994).
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the woodwaste asa potential resource.
The development of anothersystem for
collecting and recycling wood at the
end of its useful life could enhance fi

ber supply while reducing the needfor
landfill space. A good example is the
development of a medium-density fi-
berboard plant in Eugene, Oregon,
that uses waste lumberas its principal
fiber source. Suchoperations are prob
ably most feasible in more densely
populated areas, where the waste
stream provides a reasonable steady
supply of wood.

Extending Product Service
Life

It has been estimated that 10% of

the timber cut in the United States

goes to replace wood that failed in ser

vice as a result of fungal or insect at

tack (Boyce 1961). Premature failure of

wood-based materials because of inap
propriate uses, poor installation, or fail

ure in quality control is less well docu

mented but may be significant. This

represents a staggering volume of

wood, at least 4.4 billion board feet of

the 44 billion board feet of lumber

used in 1995. Improved technology
such as better coatings and finishes can

help reduce these losses, but the big
gest reductions will come with educa

tion of consumers, contractors, and

design professionals. Ultimately, suc

cess in reducing demand through in

telligent use, as opposed to shifting it
somewhere else, will be driven by edu

cation and economic incentives rather

than by technological fixes.
As a biological material, woodwill

always be susceptible to biological deg
radation; this process is critical for nu
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trient recycling in the forest ecosystem.
It is, however, the nemesis of many
wood products. Preservative treatments

have markedly extended the useful life
of wood and reduced the need to har

vest additional trees, but this technol

ogy is not without cost. Our current

preservation strategy involves impreg
nating wood with toxic materials by
using a variety of approaches. Because

the target organisms have many physi
ological similarities to non-target ani
mals, including humans, most wood
preservatives are inherently toxic to
humans. In addition, past practices at
many treatment facilities have resulted

in extensive soil and water contamina

tion. In fact, the U.S. wood-treating
industry has more facilities that are

classified as current or potential
Superfiindsites than any other indus
try. Clearly, technology is a double-
edged sword. However, over the past
decade, practices at treatment facilities
have changed drastically, primarily be
cause of regulatory legislation in re
sponse to public concerns. Safer bio-

cides and completely nonbiocidal pro
tection methods are being developed

that create the potential for using wood
under adverse environmental condi

tions. An area of continuing concern,
however, is composite proteaion. Most

wood-based composites are not com
patible with conventional treatment

technologies, yet these materials are
increasingly employed in situations

where some supplemental protection is
necessary. Unless acceptable methods

are developed, the potential uses of
many wood-based composites may be

limited, reducing our ability to effi
ciently use wood.

An alternative to preservative

treatment may be increased use of

naturally durable woods. Although we
currently lack adequate supplies of
these materials, increasing consumer
demand could encourage a more con
certed forestry effort like that seenwith

teakplantations in the tropics. Suchan
effort would require the development
of extensive tree-improvement pro
grams for such species as western
redcedar and redwood, to develop
progeny that grow rapidly but produce

durable heartwood. One drawback to

such an approach is the toxicity risk

posed by the use of naturally durable
wood. Naturally durable heartwoods

contain a potent array of compounds,
many of which have been shown to be

potentially carcinogenic or mutagenic.
Consequently, increased use of these

materials could increase health or en

vironmental risks.

Developing Economic
Potential

Market forces are powerfiil incen

tives or disincentives for sustainability.
We can neither ignore economics nor

rely too heavily on monetary gain.
Clearly, however, financial incentives

can be combined with education and

regulation to craftpolicies that encour

age efficient useof renewable resources.

Technology has played and will

play a major factor in the economics
of wood use. It enables low-cost pro
duction of high volumes of materials

and creates myriad economic develop
ment opportunities. It allows us to use

species and log sizes that were not mer

chantable a decade ago. In short, tech
nology—from saws to nails to com

puter-aided process control—has been
a major factor in sustaining our



economy, making affordable wood
products available with less environ

mental impact. As Federal Reserve
Board Chairman Alan Greenspan re

cently remarked on ABC News (Oc

tober 17, 1997) "the principal driver

of the American economy since 1987

has been productivity, largely enabled

by technology."
Forestry represents a long-term,

capital-intensive investment. Most

landowners, public and private, must

capturesomeeconomic value from for
est lands to allow them to reinvest in

sustainablemanagement. If wood pro

duction is a management objective,
then technology can help realize the

maximum potential of that goal. Wood
will always be a price-sensitive mate

rial, however; if raw material costs are

too high, landowners may lose some

flexibility in management as product

manufacturers seek materials elsewhere.

If price is too low, they may havelittle
or no incentive to manage or manu

facture with the best efficiency. Thus,

forest sustainability may not be achiev

able without a sustainable forest

economy.

Mitigating Environmental
Impact

Environmental impact is inevi

table with most human endeavors, and

human needs cannotbe separated from

forest issues. In the longrun, minimiz
ing those impacts will serve the pur

poses of sustainability at all levels. As

it is, the wood-products-manufacturing

industry has lower environmental im

pact than the primary metals, chemi

cal, and energy industries, and its im
pact will diminish further as capital

transition allows for the integration of

new technology. Two exceptions come

to mind, however. One is wood-pre

serving facilities that still use older
technology and treatment systems;

some of the issues were discussed

above. The second exception, which

captures more attention, is chemical

pulp mills. Despite majorstrides in the
past 20 years, there is still no afford
able technology that would make

chemical wood processing benign to

the surrounding environment. It may

be reasonable to expect that, in the

next 20 years, such technology will
become available.

An area of science and engineer
ing interest that will be more impor

tant in the coming years is life-cycle

analysis (LCA). This is one form of a
range of life-cycle concepts that at

tempt to characterize the totalnon-eco-

nomic "cost" of materials, products,

and services from "cradle to grave."
These are meant to be comprehensive

analyses of allof the environmental and

material inputs, outputs, and conse

quences of using a material, product,

or service. The information obtained

from theseanalyses can be usedby pur

chasers to evaluate the real environ

mental costs of materials, permitting
them to make more informed purchas

ing decisions. Life-cycle analysis meth

ods are just now starting to influence

the marketplace, but they have the

potential to profoundly influence ma

terials usage. If the informationgained

from developing these methods is em

ployedby consumers and regulators to

make choices, we could see the devel

opment of more opportunity-focused

technology that will, in the long run,

be a major factor in world sus

tainability. With the exception of dis

posal of treated wood and pulping
water/air quality issues, wood products

will likely enjoy an environmental ad

vantage over the useof steel, concrete,

and petrochemical products. If the

market values that advantage, then

there will be stronger incentive for af

forestation, sustainable management,

and efficient manufacturing. Time will

tell whether that happens.

Conclusions and Caveats

Technology has had a major im

pact on conserving forest resources,

and will continue to do so well into the

new millenium. However, technology

has both practical and societal limits.

We must acceptthat 1) while technol

ogy can solve problems, it often cre

ates others; and 2) having technology

available is not the same as beingable

to use it. Economics and other factors

mayrestrict the likelihood or timingof

adoption. From a global perspective,

the extension of current wood utiliza

tion technology to developing coun
tries may have the greatest long-term

potential for enhancing global forest

sustainability. Unfortunately, the pro

cess of extending that knowledge may

be very difficult for a wide variety of

sociological, political, economic, and

financial reasons. Nevertheless, apply

ing low-cost technology can be a very

effective tool in an integrated develop

ment and conservation strategy.

Technology canplay an important

part in sustaining not onlyour forests,

but society as a whole. History has
shown that humans respond to crisis

through technology. Wewill undoubt-
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edly continue this trend. Our mission

as a scientific community is to ensure

that newtechnologies receive adequate
scrutiny to determine whether their

benefits outweigh their risks.
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Summaries of Small-group Responses to Discussion Questions

Role ofTechnology in Sustoinobility: Opportunities and
Limits

Morrell & McLain

1. What criteria should we meto evaluateforestry andforest product technologies
to ensure that their benefitsfor sustainahility outweigh any risks?

This question immediately raised the proposal of a World Center for
Sustainability/Technology Assessment, to be located at OSU, with partners

drawn from manysectors. Through this entity, the complete range of im
plications of applied technology wouldbe addressed withina full life-cycle,
multi-generational, cost-accounting framework. This framework would en
compass the definition and principles of sustainahility, including economic,

cultural, and ecological considerations. Assessments would be offered be
fore development of and investment in new technologies, to enable fiilly
informed decisions. The center would also include a public information

component.

2. What role should universities play in the development and use of technology

that has positive socioeconomic benefit and may significantly affect forest
sustainahility in some parts of the world?

Universities should educate people to be wise consumers, while also pro

moting the responsible development and transfer of technology and raising
awareness about sustainahility among students, researchers, and professors.
Furthermore, universities should teach people to critically evaluate the po

tential effects of new technologies (for example, fiber farms) and to recog

nize that accountability accompanies research development. The develop
ment and transfer of new technologies between developed and developing

countries can have two-way socioeconomic effects, as indigenous knowledge

is incorporated into that technology.

3. Whatrole should university scientists and engineers play inpublicpolicy discus
sions aboutforestry and related technology issues? Activeparticipant orstrictly a

resourcefor others in the debate?

This question generated ambivalent responses centered on the dual roles

university researchers hold in discussions of public policy. As people, scien

tists and engineers are unwilling to give up the right to advocate. At the

same time, they should not use their academic positions, or professional

connections to push personal opinion into public policy. That is an accept

able role for professional associations and organizations, however. Never
theless, engineers and scientists are never wholly free of the advocacy role.

The choices they make as individuals and within their professions are im
plicitly advocate positions. Scientists and engineerscan affect the processes
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for the development of public policy through their objectivity, the use of
the scientific method, and the definition ofthe bounds ofuncertainty about
forestry and technology. Scientists and engineers also are a resource for policy
makers because they can draw conclusions and offersolutions about issues
that may be considered in discussions of public policy.

4. Assume that new technology could economically replace most ofthe uses ofwood
with huge quantities ofproducts made from annual crops, soil, garbage, and
water. What would be the implications ofthat technology for sustaininngfor
ests and technology?

Not addressed

5. Public environmental policy may encourage actions that replace one environ
mental impact with another With respect to the use ofwood and wood-based
products, what criteria should he used in evaluatingpolicy thatmay encourage
or discourage the use ofalternative non-wood materials?

This question may be answered bycomparing the use of two specific sets
of products and circumstances: the possible hazards ofwood preservatives
versus the costs of product decay and replacement, and the use of steel,
wood, or plastic in construction. Criteria for choosing among products in
clude renewability, socioeconomic consequences of use, life-cycle and risk
analysis rating, ecological legacy, possible human justice issues, and
intergenerational options. Questions about equity and efficiency can affect
choices; a ranking system for criteria might be helpfiil for choosing among
products.
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Discussion Questions

Options forManaging Western Forests: Are There Acceptable
Alternatives for Wood Production?

Tappeiner & Hobbs

1. Should forest management planning and policy encompass multiple
ownerships (public, private, large, small, etc.). If so, howshould this be
done? What are the pros and cons?

2. Should specific blocks of public and private lands be allocated to
specific types of management described in this paper?

3. What would be the socioeconomic and ecological consequences of a
policy thatprohibited timber harvesting on public lands in the Pacific
Northwest?

4. What type of forest management would you recommend on public and
private land to provide a "balance of values" for the citizens of the
Pacific Northwest?

5. What does "sustainable forestry" mean to you?



Options for Managing Western Forests: Are There Acceptable
Alternatives for Wood Production?

John C. Tappeiner II
Stephen D. Hobbs

The purpose of this essay, as de
scribed by the organizers of the retreat,
"is to explore the limits, liabilities, and
benefits of the broad array of forest

management options within the frame
work of land ownership and societal

need." To do this, we will first pro

vide some historical perspective and

information about the productive ca

pacityof Pacific Northwest forests. We
will then discuss why forests are man

aged, along withsome ofour assertions
about forests and their management

and an example of a forest policy di

lemma. We will then describe the three

broad types of forest management cur-
rendy practiced and explore the recent

evolution of a fourth model of forest

management, along with a discussion
of the information needs of forest man

agers.

Setting the Stage

Few people understand or appre

ciate how forests and forest manage

ment—by which we mean the ma
nipulation of forest vegetation—have

changed over the last 100 years, both
regionally and nationally. The histori
cal perspective is important because it

helps us understand todays forests and
forestry, and it enables us to decipher

the increasingly complex interplay be

tween issues such as forest health, the

varied demands placed on the forest
resource, increased knowledge and the

application of increasingly sophisti

cated technology, and finally, politics.
American Forests: A History ofResiliency

and Recovery (MacCleery 1993) pro
vides a splendid overview of how for
ests have changed in the UnitedStates.
Since 1900, according to MacCleery

(1993).

• The land area in forest cover is not

decreasing.

• Acreage burned by wildfires is
down 90% (a primaryreason that

national forests were established

was to preventwildfire).

• Forest growth now exceeds har
vest. Average timber volume per
acre is up one-thirdsince 1952; in

the eastern United States, it has

almost doubled.

• Reforestation is at record levels.

• Recreational use is at an all-time

high.

• Wood is used with greater effi
ciency.

In the Pacific Northwest (Oregon

and Washington), it is difficult to de
termine how much land remains in

forests today, compared with forests
before Euroamerican settlement. Al

though it is clear that forests occupy a

smaller area than their historic range,

some estimates identify the reduction

as relatively modest. Intuitively we be
lieve this to be the case; reforestation

and suppresssion of wildfire help off
set urban sprawl. Tesch (1994) indi

cates that of the 104 million acres in

Oregon and Washington, approxi

mately 50 million acres can be cur-

rendy classified as forested, whileonly

about 39 million acres can be consider

commercial forest lands (from Waddell

et al. 1989). In Oregon, 27.5 million
acres are forested (Bourhill 1995), but

only a little over 22 million acres can

be considered commercial forest land.

One subject about which there is

little debate, is the change in forest
standstruaure. In western Oregonand
Washington, anywhere from 40% to

80% of the forest wasold-growth tim

ber prior to Euroamerican settlement
(Tuchmannet al. 1996). Ripple(1994)

concluded that in western Oregon,

71% of the coniferous forest was in

what he called the "large-size class"
(large old-growth, small old-growth,
and large second-growth). Surprisingly,
89% of this forest was spatially con

nected. These were magnificent, tem
perate conifer forests dominated by
towering trees, some as much as 180

to 215 feet in height (Franklin and
Dyrness 1988). In driereastern Oregon
and eastern Washington, forest condi

tions were more open, with ponderosa

pine often dominant at lower eleva

tions and true firs dominant at higher

elevations.

Today, forests on both sides of the

Cascade Range look considerably dif
ferent than they did just 150 years ago.
Timber harvesting and fire suppression

have dramatically altered their charac

ter.Westof the Cascade Range, forests
havebecomefragmented and arestruc

turally more simplistic, with younger

and smaller size classes. There also are

greater proportions of young forests

and early serai stages across the land

scape. Years of aggressive fire suppres
sion and selective timber harvesting

have resulted in stand structures con

ducive to wildfire, insects, and disease,

especially east of the Cascades. For an

excellent summaryof forest conditions

in eastern Oregonand Washington, see

Campbell and Liegel (1996).
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Many of these forests are inten

sively managed by industrial and non-

industrial private land owners for the
primary purpose of producing wood

fiber for forest products. Until very re
cently, federal forest lands were man

agedin much the sameway. However,

with the implementation of the Forest

Ecosystem Management (FEMAT)

plan, the emphasis of federal land man

agementhas decidedly shifted to non-

timber values. Intensive forest manage
ment has not decreased the capacity of
the forest to produce impressive quan
tities of wood. In fact, Tesch (1994)

suggests that in managed Douglas-fir
forests west of the Cascades, tree

growth may actually exceed that of

natural stands.

Why are Forests Managed?

Forests may be managed for a va

riety of reasons, in addition to wood
production. These reasons include

• reforestation and density manage

ment after large-scale, severe fires,

windthrow, insect epidemics, and

other major disturbances that are

certain to occur in forests

• fire prevention by thinning and
prescribed fire to reducefiiel loads

• insuring survival and continuation

of species such as sugar pine and

western whitepine that are threat

ened by blister rust

• salvage and fuel reduction after

outbreaks of bark beetle, such as

recent epidemics in eastern Or

egon
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• restoration of pre-Euroamerican

setdement conditions to parks and
wilderness areas

• thinning of young forests to pro
vide the structure associated with

old-growth forests

• improvement in habitat suitability
for fish, plant, andwildlife species

• enhancement of recreational op
portunities and experiences.

Authors' Assertions

We believe that these are some of

the main points at the heart of the for
est management controversy. There is

no general agreement on them, often
little information to support them, and
they are mainly matters of faith. The

following assertions mayserve as points
for discussion.

Forest Standsand Ecosystems Have
Tremendous Flexibility

Forests are resilient systems, al
though that resiliency does have its
limits. Forest stand growth and devel
opment often have no set pattern. On
any site, succession or forest develop
ment can take multiple pathways. The
pathways are often dependent on
chance. After a fire, for example, for

est succession can result in a Douglas-
fir stand, a hardwood stand, or a shrub

field ... or parts ofa lOO-acre sitemay
end up in each of these conditions.

Forest management can tailor stands

and landscapes to meet objectives.

Young Managed ForestStands Are
Not "Biological Deserts"

This is a key issue at the heart of

the forest management debate. Plant

species diversity is often very high just
after disturbance. It then decreases as

tree canopies close at 20 to 40 years.
After about 40 years, especially after
thinning, vascular species diversity in
those stands may exceed that in old-
growth stands (Bailey 1996). It is be

coming clear that many species called

"old-growth dependent" arealso found
in young, managed forests; however,

some species do require the habitat

characteristics of old-growth stands.
We need to learn what these character

istics are and how to provide for them

in young stands or forests. Old-forest

characteristics, high-quality water,
wood production, and stable rural

communities should be our goal. Sav
ingold-growth stands iscertainly a part
of maintaining diversity, but younger,
managed forest stands contribute, too.

There Is a Role for Human
Disturbance in Forest Management

Most of the forests in the West

have been affected by human distur
bance for centuries. Wilderness areas in

western Oregon (Drifts Creek, Menag
erie, largepartsof the Three Sisters) are

composed of many stands 100 to 120
years old.Those stands may have been

affected by Euroamerican settlement.
Natural succession following distur
bance may not produce the type of
stand or forest structure we desire. If

people want old-growth forests (or for

ests that resemble old-growth forests) in

the future, they will have to be able to

define whatold-growth forests are, then
learn to fabricate themfrom todays for
est stands. In the Pacific Northwest, no

givenold-growth stand can last forever,

because fire and other natural distur

bances will likely destroy it.



A Key Issue is the Public's Perception
of ForestManagement

Forest management is not just

timber production, although active for
est management for consumptive and
non-consumptive products is a

neccessity for today's society. Manage

ment for timber certainlyreceives most

of the publiccriticism and comments.
In some years more acres are burned
in the West than are clearcut. The re

sulting damage to water and habitat
may be great, especially if there is the
chance for reburns, and yet there is

little public outcry against wildfire.
Indeed, there is no real willingness to

reduce the fuels and change the forest
structures that cause it.

Todays urban society has a diffi

cult time accepting active forest man
agement. People worry about the en
vironment because their daily experi

enceis oneof traffic, development, and
major human effects on the environ
ment. They experience the forest for

recreation, and they are out of touch

with the workings of forest ecosystems,

forest growth and resiliency, and the
possibilities for forest management.
The public does not understand that
wood production for use in manufac

tured products can be done while pre
serving manyforest resources or values.

Encouraging Long Rotations is a
BetterAlternative than Banning
Clearcutting

A clearcut is an efficient way to

replace a stand of Douglas-fir that has
been harvested for wood. Douglas-fir

seedlings require light, water, nutrients,

and protection from animal browsing

to grow. On many sites in western

Oregon, these conditions aremost eas

ily obtained by clearcutting. Once es
tablished, Douglas-fir forests willgrow

to ages well beyond 100 to 150 years.
Growing stands to 120+ years (rather
than say 60 years) would help provide
habitat for owls and other species that
use older forests of large trees. Mean

while, wood could be obtained by sev

eral thinnings throughout the life of
the stand. Doubling the length of the
rotation would not only produce aes

thetically pleasing forests, it would re
duce clearcut acres by half Could there
be incentives for forest land managers

to double the lengthof the lifeof their
stands? Other forest types on drier
sites (ponderosa pine, mixed conifer
forests) canbe moreeasily managed for
timber without clearcutting.

Local/Rural Communities Have A
Skilled Work Force of Technicians
and Professionals Who "Know Their
Forests"

Local people shouldbe a valuable
source of knowledge, wisdom, and ex
perience. They knowthe historyof lo
cal forests, as well as what has worked

and what has not. They can provide a
valuable link between the past and the

future. While local knowledge and ex
perience are not perfect, they are of
ten undervalued and frequently ig
nored, especially by today's urban-

dominated society.

Professional Societies and Peer
Groups Influence the Altitudes of
Forest Managers

What is deemed to be "officially"

acceptable or desirable byone group of
professionals can be unacceptable to
another. Within groups there is often
strong peerpressure. Decisions suchas

thinning stands to 120 trees per acre

may be considered fine, while thinning
to 60 per acre is certainly not okay. We
have met well-qualified people who
turned down good jobs in natural re
source management in a scarce job

market because of what their profes

sional peers might think about their
"would-be employers." We as profes

sional foresters and professionals in
other disciplines must guard against
narrow-mindedness.

There Must Be a High Level of
Acceptance by the General Public for
ForestManagement to Succeed in
Meeting Societal Expectations

The lack of consensus or willing

ness to compromise is an issue central
to the current forest management di

lemma. While the survival of large,

powerful national advocacy groups de
pends on controversy, then resolution
of local forest management issues is

unlikely.

An Example of Policy
Dilemma

The Siuslaw National Forest in

western Oregon provides an excellent
example of a current forest policy di
lemma, and demonstrates how

thoughtful management might en
hance future options. We stress that
this dilemmais beyond the control of

the Siuslaw National Forest. This for

estwasharvested for wood production

by clearcutting and replanting until

about five years ago. There are more
than 200,000 acres in plantations,

which is about one-third of the forest.

These plantations were established to
meetrequirements under the National
Forest Management Act—thatis, plan-
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ration establishment in about three

years—and to produce high yields of
wood called for by the forest plan of
morethan ten years ago. Consequendy
many stands are dense (over 200 trees

per acre) and growing very rapidly.
We estimate that eachyearon the

Siuslaw Forest about 5,000 to 6,000

acres of young stands (30 to 35 years
of age) grow to a density at which they
should be thinned. Because of the

FEMAT plan, however, only about
1,000 to 2,000 acres are thinned each

year. At this rate it will take 77 to 100

years to thin these young stands just
once! These are dense stands (200+

trees per acre) begunwith the primary

objective of timber management for
wood products. Theyare growing rap
idly because of the high productivity
of the forest soils and the mild wet cli

mate. At such high densities, treeswill

continue to growtaller but their diam

eter growth will slow as the crowns

become short. Consequently, stands
will become prone to windthrow, snow

and ice breakage, and possibly insect

damage. In addition, thinning and
density management become increas
ingly risky as stands age, and it be
comes much harder to create habitat or

old-growth forest characteristics. A

carefiilly designed thinning program in
these young stands would not only
produce wood for the local economy,
but would also produce betterwildlife

habitat and provide more future op
tions for these productive, young for
ests. Today, however, verylittle timber

harvesting occurs on the Siuslaw Na

tional Forest.

This is an excellent example of a
forest management dilemma caused by
failure to recognize the consequences
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ofchanging forest management policy
without evaluating past and future
management practices. This condition

ofdense, rapidly growing young stands
exists on more than half of the Bureau

of Land Management (BLM) and For
est Service lands, as well as most of the

Oregon Department of Forestry
(ODF) lands in western Oregon.
Structure-based management is a new
style of management proposed by
ODF as a means to creatively manage
these young forests. A similar condi
tion—very high density of young
trees—occurs in the pine and mixed
conifer forests in eastern Oregon,
Washington, and the Sierra Nevada. In

these forests, the high density of small
trees predisposes the older, larger ones
to severe damage from fire and insects.

Types of Forest Management

For the purpose of this discussion,

we suggest that there are three distinct

ways that forests are currently man
aged; we believe that a fourth method

is quickly evolving (Table 1).

Park Preservation

Forests in national parks have
been relatively undisturbedsinceabout

1910, and they are generally perceived
asnatural/wilderness areas by the pub
lic. With some exceptions, such as

thinning and selling timber during
World War II, litde direct management
of forests has occurred. So far, forest

stands have been leftto develop as they
will, although there has been some pre-

Table 1. Considerationsand concerns fordifferent forest management strate
gies. The purpose of this table is to promote discussion of the different mod
els for forest management.

Park/preservation management

High spiritual value because it is "natural"

No dramatic "human-initiated" changes
Works well with stable vegetation where

few causes for major disturbance
Difficult to manage preserves with high

potential for fires or insect epidemics
Provides "natural benchmarks" for other

of types forest management, at least
in the short run

Industrial/public management

Management structure is in place
Technology is relatively well developed
Wood yields are not reliable from public

lands

Biodiversity issues are not resolved
Is able to respond to major natural

disturbance

Objectives are not clear, accepted, or
understood

High-yield fiber farms

Produce consistent yields of fiber
Require high inputs of materials such as

fertilizer and herbicides

Need continual monitoring and control of
pests

Provide habitat for some species
Have clear objectives

New model

Management could evolvefrom industrial/
public management, but new
workforce skills needed

Needs new technology in integration
and landscape approaches

Has better resolution of biodiversity issues
Is able to respond to major natural

disturbance

Objectives not yet clearly defined and
accepted



scribed burning, removal of treesfrom
meadows, and so forth. This style of

management generally produces no
revenue from wood or other forest

products. It is questionable whether
this management approach will main
tain pre-Euroamerican settlementveg
etation on many sites.

High-yield Fiber Farm

At the other extreme, there are

plantations ofcottonwood and alder in
Oregon and Washington; Monterey

pine in New Zealand, Australia, and
Chile; Douglas-fir in Chile; eucalyptus
in Brazil and California; and pines in

the southeastern United States that are

grown for woodand fiber production.
These are mostly plantations of exotic

species, with the exception of red al
der in the Pacific Northwest and pine
in the southeastern United States In

tensive management practices include
discing and bedding for site prepara
tion; regeneration with genetically im
proved stock; frequent early thinning;
fertilization and intensive weed, insect,

and pathogencontrol; and other agri
cultural practices. Cottonwood planta
tions in Oregonareconsidered agricul
tural enterprises and do not come un
der state forest practices rules if they

are harvested before they are 10 years

old. The Portland Oregonian recently

carried a lengthy article about poplar
plantations in the Pacific Northwest
(Berton 1997). According to the ar

ticle, there are 80,000 acres of poplar

in the region. These plantations will
provide habitat for some wildlife spe
cies, but the potential of fiber farms for
habitat and the environmental effects

of this intensive culture are not cur-

rendy known.

Industrial/Public
Management

Most of the current timber man

agement of forests in the western

United States falls between these two

extremes. On much of the public and
private industrial, and to some extent

private nonindustrial lands, the empha

sis has been on wood production. On

public land, this strategy is mandated
and fundedby Congress. The manage
ment intensity, aswell aspractices, var

ies by ownership or agency and by
management philosophy, applicable
laws, the ecology of tree species and

forests, topography, markets, and other
factors. On public and private lands,
timber management has involved
clearcutting and planting in Douglas-
fir forests of western Oregon and
Washington. Although not widely rec
ognized in the current forest manage

ment debate, thinning, "sanitation/sal-
vage logging" of diseased or dead trees,
and uneven-aged management have

been the methods for timber manage

ment in the ponderosa pine and mixed
conifer forests of eastern and southern

Oregon over the last 50 years.

Clearcutting has been used in western
Oregon because it is suited to the ecol

ogy and growth habits of Douglas-fir,
and to logging in steep terrain. Un

even-aged management generally works
best on the flatter, drier sites of east

ern Oregon, where there is less shrub
cover in the forest and where natural

conifer regeneration is more easily es

tablished. Over all forest land in the

western United States, this method of

management is probably more com
mon than clearcutting and even-aged

management. This third model of for

est management has produced a large

quantityofwood, left well-stocked for
ests, and maintainedhabitat for many

forest species. However, it has also led
to fire-prone forests on manysites, par
ticularly in eastern Oregon, and has

provided fuel for the debate about for
est management.

A New Model

We believe that there is a fourth

model that must be considered. We

will call this the "new model." It is an

adaptation of current practices on

much of the federal lands and on some

of the private industrial and nonindus
trial lands in the west. In this new

model, forests are judiciously managed
with a careful eye toward biodiversity,

water quality, forest health, wildlife

habitat, and other important forest val

ues, while at the same time producing

predictable yields of valuable wood. It

is really an amalgamation of several

concepts, including structure-based

management, integrated forest manage

ment, new forestry, and ecosystem

management. This new model of for
est management is best exemplified in

a vision of ecosystem management de

scribed by the Society of American
Foresters Task Force on Sustaining

Long-Term ForestHealth and Produc
tivity (Society of American Foresters

1993):

Ecosystem management isan eco

logical approach to forest re

sources management. It attempts

to maintain the complex pro

cesses, pathways and interdepen-

dencies offorest ecosystems and

keep them functioning well over

longperiods oftime, in order to
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provide resilience to short-term

stress and adaptation to long-

term change. Thus, thecondition

of the forest landscape is the
dominant focus, and the sus

tainedyieldofproduasand ser
vices isprovidedwithin thiscon

text.

The Task Force also sees humans

as part of the ecosystem. Thus,
ecosystem management must

maintain our social and politi
cal systems as well as meet our
needfor both consumptive and

nonconsumptive uses of thefor
est. Ecosystem management of

forests includes products as an

essentialpart ofthe mix, includ
ing intensive management for

wood as well asa variety ofother
forest products.

Ecosystem management is the

strategy by which, in aggregate,
thefull array offorest values and

functions is maintained at the
landscape level. Coordinated
management at the landscape
level, including across ownerships
isan essentialcomponent (p. xxi).

There aremany examples of where
this management style has been at

tempted; however, neither acceptance

by the forestry profession, careful plan
ning and knowledge at the stand and

landscape levels, nor policies and fund

ing to accomplish these objectives are

available. From a wood-production

perspective, many piecesof this model

are currendy in place. They include a

history of selective cutting,examples of

density management, stands managed
on longrotations, uneven-age manage
ment, successful regeneration methods
for all forest types, well-designed log
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ging systems, and so on. Most impor
tant, there is a work force with the

ability to execute thereforestation, log
ging, and all the "woods skills" needed

for this style of management, with the
exceptionof the use of fire. We believe

that many current forestry practices
could easily be integrated into thisnew
model of forest management. However,
there is no current general acceptance
of this forest management option. Eco
system management goalsare not well

defined, and there is no consensus

about what is meant by "maintaining
complex processes." Some think that
this is "just a way to produce more
wood"; others assert that this method

will not assure predictable supplies of
wood.

Information Needs

We believe that much of the tech

nology needed at the stand level to

implement the new model of forest

management is available; however,

there is always a need for new informa

tion that improves practices and our
understanding of forest ecosystems.
What we badly need is information

about landscape ecology and the devel
opment of landscape-level planning
tools. Over thepast 30 to 40years, for
est management research has focused

on reforestation, logging and forest en
gineering technology, wood use, and

the thinning and management of
young to mid-age forests. These prac
tices will certainly continueto improve

and evolve. But from a societal view,

significant strides in forest management
will only happen ascurrendy used and

well-understood methods are applied to
newstyles of forest management.

To effectively practice forest man

agement as embodied in the new

model, we need to take a landscape
perspective. The potential effects of

different management practices or

management policies on multiple re
sources must be integrated across own

erships at different spatial and tempo
ral scales. To achieve this higher level
ofsophistication in both planning and
operations, more information is needed

about the ecology of different species

and how they react to ecosystem
changes at appropriate spatial and tem

poral scales. In addition, our ability to

define stand structure from remotely
sensed data will have to be improved,

and landscape-level models must be

developed to simulate changes that
might result from changes in manage
ment policies on different types of

ownerships. We are very close to ac

quiring these abilities.

There is scant information on the

"biodiversity" of young, managed for
ests. Nearly allresearch on native plants
and animal species has been done in

old-growth forests (Ruggiero et al.

1991). Young forests have been consid

ered "biological deserts," and there has

been no comprehensive evaluation of

species-use of these forests.

Forest managers need to assess the

status of manyspecies at both the stand

and landscape levels, and young stands
must be included in the assessment.

This will provide an understanding of
howspecies respond to various silvicul-

tural and other forest management

practices and will help us develop a
system of survey methods to evaluate

the wide range of taxa found in these

forests.
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Summaries of Small-group Responses to Discussion Questions
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Options for Managing Western Forests: Are There
Acceptable Alternatives for Wood Production?

Toppeiner & Hobbs

In a departure from the original format, four groups considered the same
question:

Is stistainabilityachievable?

Group 1 proposed that the Oregon Department of Forestry work to obtain
third-party preassessment and certification for all second-growth stands onstate
lands. Adoption of this goal would immediately create opportunities for con
structive dialogue and help to restore public trust in forest management over
the long term. It would also generate the demand for skilled workers to imple
ment appropriate forest management practices, particularly practices thatwould
improve forest stand structure. The successful management ofOregon state lands
could then be used to inform other public and private forest managers about
sustainability.

Group 2 examined two approaches for encouraging sustainability. The first
was through action, such as the creation orenhancement ofpartnerships among
universities, government agencies, and industryat local, state, national, and in
ternational levels. The second was to "teach theteachers" about sustainability by
cross-training educators at all levels and encouraging them to share their exper
tise and to use each other as resources. Other suggestions for teachers were bet
ter use of extension services, graduate courses on "strategic thinking," and alter
native means of disseminating information (e.g., non-peer-reviewed forums). The
group believed that appropriate reward systems were crucial to the success of
any of these approaches.

Group 3 responded to this question by asking three questions: What have
we learned/gained through theworkshop on sustainability? What was missing?
What does the future hold? The group felt that they gained an appreciation of
the complexities of sustainability, particularly the global dimensions of the is
sue, but they also discovered how litde they knew about sustainability. They
benefited from meeting new people and discovering how others form opinions.
As part of that discovery, theydecided that people are"doer/thinkers," "thinker/
doers," or "thinker/thinkers," but that all styles oflearning, evaluating, and act
ing are necessary for examining complex issues.

The group wanted more interaction between the biophysical sciences and
the social sciences and humanities. Biology and ecology received too little em
phasis at theworkshop, and social and anthropological issues were ignored. For
the future, they hoped to see interdisciplinary public forums about sustainable
forestry both within the OSU community and on a statewide level. They were
concerned that the Sustainable Forestry Partnership had only vague goals; they



wondered what was next for the partnership. Strategic planning isan important
nextstep for the future of sustainability.

Group 4 identified some critical preliminary issues about sustainability. They
first discussed definitions of sustainability, then questioned whether sustainability
alone was enough to cause change. The group briefly considered the relation
ship between supply and demand, but then moved on to more philosophical
questions: How do we differentiate between our individual needs and wants?
How dowe define quality of life? Should we seek a new definition? How do we
measure progress? Thegroup concluded thatpeople must change individual and
collective consumption patterns before sustainability can be achieved.
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Summary

A. Scott Reed

Over the past two days, partici

pants received a rich stock of raw ma
terial to consider in reflecting on the

relationship between sustaining forests

and society. My observations at the
conclusion of our time together gen

eralize across the five provocative top

ics shared by essayists and express the

messages I heard within the small-

groupdiscussions. I really look forward

to a future that will further stimulate

our thinking about how we may con
tinue to engage the unfoldingscholar

ship of sustainability.

First, a couple of generalobserva

tions. We have used a confusing lexi

con of terms to address sustainability.

That is partly due to the strategic de
sign of this conference and the way in

which participants were selected from

across the campus. Asscholars, we are

trained in relatively narrow fields with

specialized languages and concepts.

These differences expressed themselves

in our discussions. Also, as scholars at

a research university, we play multiple
roles, as teachers or students, and as

citizens. It is often difficult to distin

guish between our academic interests

and the embedded personal values we

each bring to the discussions.

The development of scholarly
work addressing sustainability moves

toward the future via critical paths.
These critical paths represent the col
lective mechanisms and institutions

that makeprogress toward the typeof
future preferred by society. In a sim
pler environment, such critical paths

are easyto see and fairly linear. In this

unfolding areaof sustainable develop
ment and natural resources, however.

the critical paths are complex; while
traveling along them, we are often un

able to see their entirety. Such blind

travel can be compared to driving at

night in the fog. One can only see as
far as the glow of the headlights, but

an entire trip can be made in that way.

In The Age of Unreason, Charles Handy

observes that "Change isn't what it
used to be." He suggests that it is im

possible to look to the past for indica

tors of how we may move to the fu

ture. Margaret Mead was known to
observe "To really change the system,
you must start everywhere at once."

This not only suggests that each of us
in our institutional capacities shares an

obligation to help move toward the
future, but also acknowledges the mul

tiple roles that each of us plays in our
lives. In addition to our roles as fac

ulty members or students at a univer

sity, we are alsoconsumersof products

made from raw materials. As citizens,

we share a civic responsibility to help

formulate approaches to problems and
opportunities for social change. Well-

informed citizens can recognize appro

priate policies and assert their views
among others to encourage social
progress toward an appropriate future.

Emerging from our discussions

werefour dimensionsof a preferred fu
ture. The first is one ofscale. The scale

of problems and issues regarding
sustainability seems to be increasing.
This expansion adds such complexity
that humans may be unable to opti
mize their analysis of the problem.
Much of our discussions and small-

group work emphasized the fallacy of
simple solutions and the need for so
phisticated analyses and processes to

identify solutions to issues of

sustainability.

The seconddimension of our per

ceived future is timeframe. Because of

the extended period required to gen
erate many sources of raw materials,

such as forests, scientists must consider

multigenerational analyses and the ef
fects of decisions made in one era on

people who are not yet born. Econo

mists remind us that there is a differ

entiation in valuing costs and benefits

that occur in different time frames. We

are thus challenged to evaluate what

future residents and societies will re

ceive as a result of our actions today.

The third dimension is process.
Our discussions on this topic focused

on the role of citizen involvement and

participation in describing a preferred

future and finding ways to create it.
The role of government was ques

tioned. A central feature of appropri

ate process willbe communityand citi

zen forums to develop alternatives and

policies that fully represent an in

formed citizenship.

The fourth dimension is know

ledge. Knowledge of the type that aca

demics develop is usually formed by
design, experimentation, and research

that yields conclusions. I challenge the
people here today to consider the ex

tent to which knowledge and research

conclusions are influenced by the val
ues brought to the experiment by re
searchers. My observation is that the

research hypotheses and questions we

test often have values embedded in

them, which give us a particular slant
on knowledge that may not integrate

society's dominant views.

What can members of the univer

sity community do to recognize the

increasing importance of objective and

empirical knowledge? I suggest that we
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differentiate the critical paths be
tween our past and our future.

Such differentiation could guide
us to more completely defining

the alternatives and consequences
of decisions. This approach to the

framing of research hypotheses
contrasts with past practices in

which maximization or minimiza

tion of variables were the desired

objectives;

consider a more holistic and sys

tems-oriented approach to re
search design. Such an approach

would recognize the multiplicity
of alternatives and their applica
tion to a varietyof circumstances.

This became more obvious to me

during our discussions, as we

talked about important roles

played by forest ecosystems, in
cluding natural forests and high-

yield timber forests, and the non-

timber values associated with

many of the forest ecosystems in
the world today;

encourage wide access to informa
tion. Informed consumers con

tribute to efficient markets by

making better decisions and allo
cating resources more fairly. Un

fortunately, the markets for

sustainability seem to be unusual

in their limited access to informa

tion, a lack that can lead to mar

ket failure. University members

can help by diffusing scholarly

information through a wide range

of literature and other forms of

public information. Strong links

between research and extension

faculty will help;

• acknowledge the external effects of
our decisions. Markets and schol

ars often focus on objectives de

fined in their research design,
without specific attention to the

implications of their work. The

increasing recognition of multi-

disciplinary approaches and sys

tematic perspectives on issues and

problems should help us to both

acknowledge and describe the ef

fect of decisions madein one place
on people and natural resources

elsewhere.

Results of our work are often ap

plied in a policy context. Thus, univer

sity factdty havea most significant op

portunity to produce knowledge of

important implications and to use it in

what I describe asthe knowledge/qual
ity interface. To systematically observe
how the data and information we col

lect through experimentation finds its
way to policy recommendations, it's

appropriate to observe that data by it

self has no value. Before yielding use-
fiil information, data must be inter

preted. Interpretations are initially

done by researchers who bring their
own experiences and values to their

work. Once researchers havestruggled
with the questionofwhysuch data and

information presents itself, they make

a judgement about the interpretation.

Such judgements help to reflect the

views of society about the desirability

of the information. Based on such

judgment, a researcher typically forms
conclusions that illustrateonly one in

terpretation and judgmentabout a par

ticular data set. But societyis still not

served by that conclusion alone. The

final step, and the one that links know

ledge to policy development, is the rec

ommendation based on data that have

been measured through research design
and interpreted by the researcher
through a judgment that yields a con
clusion.

Thus, the conclusion leads to one

or more recommendations. These rec

ommendations can be deliberated in an

open environment that helps informed

policy emerge. As scholars, we know

the rather limited perspectives that we

can individually bring to our work. A
collection of perspectives may better

illustrate a range of alternatives and
allow their associated consequences to
be compared and ultimately selected by

an informed community.



Reflections

Robert Frank

Having participated in all the ses

sions and listened to all the reports, I

was overwhelmed by what I called a

blizzard of information. I was also re

minded that information alone does

not lead to imderstanding. If partici
pants struggled, for example, to define

sustainable, what about those people

who are ordinarily referred to as the

general public. It was suggested that

the group itself could be seen as a mi

crocosmof the public; however, unlike

much of the public discussion, partici

pants' discussions generally were in
formed, and still we had trouble arriv

ing at agreements. We joined in a civil

discussion; however, much public ex
change is no longer such a discussion.
Rather, I think, we are increasingly

communicating with each other
through sound bitesand bumper stick

ers and placards; I wonder how we as

a publicwill address increasingly com
plexissues such as forest sustainability.

As I listened to various exchanges,

I was reminded of two of the most

powerful stories in Western thought,

Prometheus's punishment and Adam

and Eve's expulsion from the Garden
of Eden. There are several versions of

the Prometheus story, but what they

have in common is Zeus punishing
Prometheus, either for attempting to

deceive the deities or for helping hu

mans by stealing fire from the deities.

Fire represented numerous benefits,

including knowledge about sailing and

navigation, building dwellings, cooking

and clothing, the alphabet, and agri
culture. As a punishment to humans,

Zeus and the deities sent Pandora, a

woman who brought a jar filled with

numerous evils for humankind, all of

which came spilling out when the jar

was opened. Everything in the jar es
caped but hope. We're left asking
whether hope benefits humansor isyet

one more source of human suffering.

Humans have periodically asked
whether knowledge is a blessing or a

curse. Will, for example, complete

knowledge of the human genetic sys
tem, help or harm us, or both?

Most of us, of course, are familiar

with the story of Adam and Eve's ex

pulsion from the Garden of Eden for

eatingof the treeof knowledge of good

and evil. My point with these two sto

ries is to raise the question of mixed

responses to knowledge in the tradition

of Western thought. These mixed re

sponses areespecially interesting if one

thinks of knowledge and ways of

knowing as technologies or tools; these

different ways of knowing provide a
context in whichwe askquestions, and

even determine how and which ques

tions we ask. I was impressed by the

complexity of issues raised during the
workshop and how they relate to what

has increasingly become one of my fa

vorite laws, the law of unintended con

sequences.

I was interested, for example, in
the pervasiveness of economic meta

phors in presentationsand discussions.
We spoke of trade-offs, benefits, mea

sures of value, of winners and losers,

the bottom line, or that no one will

take aaion (develop sustainable forests,
for example) merely because it is the

right thing to do. We seemed to as

sume that the mostpervasive and pow
erful spring of human action is eco
nomics. Is that an assumption we

should question?

Presenters and participants spoke

about the relationship between several

issues: is sustainability physically pos

sible? Is it economically feasible? And

is it culturally adoptable? I was espe

cially interested in the question of the

various cultural contexts within which

we could view the question of

sustainability. One person's forest

might be another person's landscape.

The forest can be seen as nature, a

place of spiritual presences and places

of ritesof passage. Nature can be seen

as God's handiwork or as a place that

provides jobs,economic opportunities,

boardfeet, medicines, and lawsuits. Or

it can be seen as part of an ecosystem.

Different people mightagree that there
should be sustainable forestry, but dis

agree dramatically over reasons why.

The question might be: sustainability
for what? An ongoing source of tim

ber? A wilderness? A placeof aesthetic

views and vistas?

When we turned to a discussion

of the university's role or roles in this

public discussion of sustainability, we
came up against the reality of having
to change communication patterns,

both on and off campuses. Let me re

turn to some of my beginning com
ments or questions. Information does

not lead to understanding. If we as a
group struggled, what about the larger
general public? And even if there is

understanding, will that understanding
lead to action? All of us might under

stand what needs to be done, but at the

same timewemight be unwilling to do
what it takes to make the necessary
changes. There was some agreement
that technological fixes will not get us
there, which takes us back to educat

ing and informing and changing ways
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and, perhaps, means of communicat

ing.

These comments are not intended

to answer the questionsthat wereraised

during the workshop; rather they area

series of observations on myperception
of the two days' presentations and con

versations. Overall, I was impressed,

perhaps overwhelmed, by the complex
ity of the issue of sustainable forestry.
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Appendix A

Guidelines for Invited
Essayists

The essayists in this workshopwill

set the stage for small discussion groups

by presenting factual information and

a balanced view of key issues and con

cerns surrounding an assigned topic.
All faculty essayists have been selected

for their expertise and ability to present

a cogent overview of the topic. They

are not necessarily topical experts, part

of our objective is to stretch you as

well. We will distribute all pre-work-
shop essays to each of the 36 invited

participants in advance. At the work

shop you willbe askedto presentyour

work and respond to clarifying ques

tions in a 30-minute period. Small

group discussions will follow for an

hour afterward. Reporters from each

group will capture the key points in

those discussions and communicate

those to the larger group at the close

of each module. You may consider the

discussions and revise your essay, if
appropriate. The final essays and group

reports will be published in a workshop
proceedings.

• We ask that each written essay be
about 15double-spaced pages plus
anygraphs or figures—about what

could be read in no more than 30

minutes. First-named authors

should take the lead with this as

signment.

• You should address the assigned

topic from your own perspective

but keep the discussion relevant to

Pacific Northwest and to a global
context. We are interested in both

a balanced overview of the topic
and your personal perspectives.

Our key theme is implementing
sustainability for forests and soci

ety

A very important part of your as

signment is to prepare at leastfour

potential discussion questionsthat

couldbe usedfor the groupaaivi-

ties. These will be considered by
the planning team for use in the

workshop.

The participants in thisworkshop
will be Oregon State University

faculty, graduate students, or close
associates. By design, they will

have diverse backgrounds and ex

pertise ranging from philosophy to
forestry to chemistry to sociology

to business. They willnot all know

each other beforehand. By their

acceptance of our invitation, each

panicipanthasexpressed a willing

ness to explore the broad dimen

sionsof complex sustainability is
sues beyond their specific disci

plinary interests.

Your presentationshould be timed

for 20-25 minutes with some time

left for clarifying questions. We
will provide audiovisual equip

ment as needed. Wewillbe happy
to make copies of any suggested

readings or visual aids you give us

and will make them available at

the retreat site.

A draft of each essay and poten

tial discussion questions must be

submitted to the coordinating
team by Wednesday, October 1,

1997. We will gather all essayists
for a luncheonmeeting (12-3 pm)

on Friday, October 10, and will

ask each to briefly outline their

work. The purposewill be to dis

cuss coordination of any overlap
ping topicsor discussion questions

and to answer your questions. We

willselect the discussion questions

at this point.
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Appendix B

Essay Topics

Values

Description

In recent years, social researchers

have argued that public values and at

titudes about forests and forest man

agement are particularly important in
understanding the forest crisis in the

Pacific Northwest. It has been sug

gested that there isa general "greening"
of public beliefs in the United States

and around the globeand that this ac
counts for wicked problems of forest

management. The purpose of this es

say is to examinewhat difference pub

lic values and attitudesmake in forestry

and also in environmental behavior,

and what this implies for implement
ing sustainability in forests and society.

Potential Titles

• Do Public Values Drive Forestry
in the Pacific Northwest?

• The Greening of Public Values:
Why Should Foresters Care?

• Public Values and Public Behav

ior: Consequences for Sustain

ability in Forestry

Background and Discussion
Points

What are values and attitudes, and

how do they fit into systems of belief

(world views, paradigms)? What con

nections do our values and attitudes

have to our behavior?
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What values and attitudes do the

public have about the environment,

forests, and forestry in the United
States and in other countries of the

Pacific Rim? What kinds of forestry
and forest management policies does
the public support (e.g. ecosystem

management, adaptive management)?
What factors or variables affect

these values and attitudes (e.g., regional
similarities and differences; age; gender;

political affiliation; urban-rural resi

dence, etc.)?

How do these values and attitudes

affect the way people actually behave

environmentally (e.g. with regard to

forests) in the United States and other

parts of the Pacific Rim? Do theymake
a difference in such things as wood
consumption in the home or in busi

ness, loggingpractices, forest manage

ment policies, or public agency for

estry?

Potential Discussion
Questions

What effects do our values and

attitudes have on our personal behav
ior? Do they make a real difference in

our actions?

Are some values and attitudes

more conducive to implementing

sustainability in forestry than others?

Are the values and attitudes, the

beliefparadigms, of the public and for

esters in synch on how to implement

sustainability in forestry?

Readings

Bengston, D.N., 1994. "Changingfor
est values and ecosystem manage

ment." Society and Natural Re
sources, 7:515-533.

Dunlap, R., 1992. "Trends in public
opinion toward environmental is
sues: 1965-1990." In American

Environmentalism, ed. by R.
Dunlap and A. Mertig, Washing
ton, D.C.: Taylorand Francis; 89-
116.

Dunlap, R., G. Gallup, and A. Gallup,
1993. Health ofthe Planet: Results

of a 1992 International Environ

mental Opinion Survey of Citizens
in 24 Nations. George Gallup
Memorial Survey. Princeton, N.J.:
GeorgeGallup International Insti
tute.

Shindler, B., P. List, and B. Steel, 1993.
"Managing public forests: public
attitudes in Oregon and nation-
Wiie."JournalofForestry 91:36-42.

Equity

Description

The globalization of the timber

and forestproducts business raises ethi

cal questions about environmental eq
uity in natural resource extraction and

use, between the more industrialized

countries and the "developing world."
The purposeof this essay is to consider

some of the ethical and equity issues

that result from (a) different patterns

of population growth, timber extrac

tion and wood consumption in the

Pacific Rim, and (b) the exportation of

forest management and forest conser

vation ideas from the industrial coun

tries to other countries in the Pacific

Rim.



Potential Titles

• Global Environmental Equity in

Natural Resource Extraction and

Use

• Global Environmental Equity:
Meeting Demands for Timber

Products Around the World

• Equity and Ethics in the Global

Timber (or Wood; or Natural Re

source) Market

• Environmental Equity in Wood

Extraction and Consumption:

Who Wms and Who Loses?;

Background and Discussion
Points

Population projections in world

regions; natural resource and wood

consumption patterns in the Pacific

Northwest and Pacific Rim

Distribution of productive forest-

land and also of managed and set-aside
forests in the Pacific Rim

Forms of environmentalism and

types of ethical systems in western in

dustrialized countries and the develop
ing countries of the Pacific Rim

Theories about international eq
uity (fairness) betweencountries and its

relationship to population, develop

ment and consumption

Potential Discussion
Questions

What are the external, non-mar-

ket factors and costs in the worldwide

movement of wood and timber prod

ucts (e.g. desire for increased material

standardof living)?
What arethe equity (fairness) and

ethical considerations in extracting raw
materials from the developing coun

tries for consumption in the more de

veloped, industrialized world?

What ethical implications are

there to exporting industrialized for
estry and forest management to other
parts of the Pacific Rim?

What are the global (or Pacific
Rim) ethical implications of forest con

servation and forest set-asides (for wil

derness, recreation, aesthetics, etc.) in

the PNW and other industrial coun

tries?

Readings

Temperate Forest Foundation videos

ForestStewardship Council Packet

World Resources Institute: The Last

Frontier Forests

World Wildlife Fund: Forest for Life

AmericanForestand PaperAssociation:

Sustainable ForestryInitiative

Jim Bowyer, 1991, "Responsible envi

ronmentalism: the ethical features

of forest harvest and wood use on

a global scale," Forest Perspectives,
1:12-14;

Alastair Gunn, 1994, "Environmental

ethics and tropical rain forests:

Should greens have standing?,"
Environmental Ethics, 16:21-40

J.R. Engel andJ.G. Engel, eds., 1990,
Ethics ofenvironment anddevelop
ment: Global challenge, interna
tional response. Belhaven Press.

Globalization

Description

The globalization of the forest
products industry is accelerating asnew
consumer markets are emerging and
the restricted access to forest fiber is

motivating Northern Hemisphere pro
ducers to look to the forests of the

SouthernHemisphere and Asia-Pacific.
The major North American forest

productscompanies are starting to de
velop international and global competi

tive strategies to respond to these mar
ket forces. The purpose of this essay
and discussion is to consider the im

plications of the globalization of the
forest products industry on the health
of the Pacific Northwest forest and for

est products industry.

Potential Title

• Impact of InternationalEconomic

and Political Forces on the Pacific

Northwest Forest

Background and Discussion
Points

• Global forest fiber productionand
consumption trends

• Foreign investment in forest land

and production facilities

• Global trade patterns in forest

products

• Recent tariff and non-tariff trade

barriers for forest products

• Emerging global strategies of mul

tinational forest products firms
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• Recentshiftsin governmental for
est policies

Potential Discussion
Questions

Hovif is the globalization of the

forest products industry impacting
sustainability of the forests?

How do governmental regulations
and concession impact the interna
tional trade of forest products?

What political institutions that

have the greatest impacton forest prod
ucts trade?

How will third-party certification

affect the forest products industry?
What are the implications of glo

balization on North American forest

products firms?

Will the environmental regula

tions of North America contribute or

detract from the competitiveness of the

North American producers?

How will the globalization of the
industry affect my consumption of

wood fiber?

Readings

Hart, S. 1997. Beyond Greening:
Stategies for a Sustainable World.
Harvard Business Review. January
1997.

Porter, M. and Van der Linde, C. 1995.

Green and Competitive. Harvard
Business Review. September1995.

Daly, H. 1996. Beyond Growth: The
Economics of Sustainable Forestry.
Beacon Press.

Dudley, N.,Jeanrenaud, E andSullivan,
F. 1995. Bad harvest? The Timber

Trade and the Degradation of the
World's Forests. Earthscan Press.
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Andersson, T, Folke, C. and Nystrom,
S. 1995. Trading with theEnviron
ment: Ecology, Economics, Institu
tions and Policy. IslandPress.

Technology

Description

Since World War II, Americans

have come to rely on technology to
solve problems and provide opportu

nities for economic growth and an in
creased standard of living. Whole in

dustries have been born and others,

includingthe forest industry, have seen

major transformations result from the

fruits of largely low-tech wood prod

ucts. Demand for these products, or

substitutes, will likely increase with

population and with an increasing

world standard of living. There is evi

dence that forest sustainability will
both be threatened and enabled by

society's demand for wood products.

This essay and discussion seeks to help

identify the opportunities and limits
for technology to aid sustainability.

Potential Titles

• Sustainabilityof Forests and Soci

ety—Can Technology Help?

• Technology's Role in Sustainability

of Forests and Society—Opportu

nities and Limits.

• Can Technology Help with Sus
tainability: Opportunities and

Limits.

Background and Discussion
Points

Productdemand historyand fore
casts.

Role of forest products and for
estry technology in the past 100 years.

Potential roleof technology in re

source conservation and economic de

velopment.

Likely opportunities for future

technology benefits.

Downside and limits on use of

technology.

Potential Discussion

Questions

What are the limits on a technol

ogy solution from a human perspec

tive?

What should be the role of the

first world in extending technology to
the third world?

Should we encourage the use of
nonrenewable materials to replace

products from renewable materials?

Will life-cycle analysis of the en

vironmental "costs" of a product really
be used by consumers to make pur

chasing decisions?

What should be the role of scien

tistsand engineers in publicpolicy dis

cussion on using technology to solve

fiitm-e materials shortages in thiscoun
try?

What role should a land grant

university such as Oregon State Uni
versity playwith the development and

useof technology directed toward for

est sustainability issues?



Forest Management

Description

Forests are a source of innumer

ablebenefits that arevalued differently
by different people. Although forests
are renewable, there are biological lim

its on what can be produced in a given

time period. Tradeoffs are inevitable.

The purpose of this essay is to explore
the limits, liabilities, and benefits of the

broad array of forest management op
tions within the framework of land

ownership and societal need.

Potential Title

Potential Discussion

Questions

How does society meet its expec

tations for all the benefits (timber,

wildlife, water, etc.) that forests pro

vide?

What directions should future ef

forts take to better understand and

plan for the forest and thosewho own

and use it?

How does scientific information

about forests and their management
enter the decision framework for pri

vate and public lands?

Landscapes can encompass many
ownerships with diverse objectives.

How should differing objectives and

expectations be mediated?

Wood for the Future: Forests and

Fiber Farms Readings

Background and Discussion
Points

Describe the broad continuum of

forest management alternatives from

preservation through fiber farms and
agricultural fibers for the generation of
fiber to meet demand.

Explore the variety of manage

ment alternatives by ownership type on

the landscape—who is doing what

where?

Consider the ecologic, economic,

and social tradeoffs of the various al

ternatives at the site, ownership, and

landscape levels.

Kohm, K.A. and J.F. Franklin. 1997.
Creatinga Forestryfor the21st Cen
tury: theScience ofEcosystem Man
agement. IslandPress. Washington,
D.C.

Hunter, M.L. 1994. Woodlands, Wild-

lands, and Wildlife: Principles of
Managing Forests for Biological
Diverstiy. Prentice Hall.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
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Appendix C

Participants

Boriack, Nancy /PCT

Peace Corps

B.R 620

101 Antananarivo

Madagascar

Interest/Expertise: Natural resource
professional's information habits and

needs; methodsof improving informa
tion dissemination; intellectual/cross-

cultural communication; organiza

tional communication.

Interest in sustainability: Roles of edu

cation, communication, and culture as

they pertain to sustainability.

Brooks, David

Research Forester and Science Team

Leader

PNW Research Station, USES

FSL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541)750-7416

FAX: (541) 750-7329

brooksd@ccmail.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Applied natural re
source economics; international trade;

international policy; supply and de

mand.

Buzzard, Candace H.

Program Development Coordinator

Office of International Research and

Development, International Pro

grams

400 Snell Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-1472

FAX: (541) 737-3447

candace.buzzard@orst.edu
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Interest/Expertise: International Devel

opment; Sustainable Forestry; Global

environmental issues; Community-

based natural resource management;
Gender and Natural Resources; Holis

tic resource management; International

Linkages.

Interest in sustainability: Sustainability

of international development projects/

programs; indicators for sustainability;

Maintaining healthy-communities and

healthy, diverse ecosystems; Establish

ing global linkages to broadenperspec

tives on sustainability.

Cordray, Sheila

Associate Professor

Sociology, Liberal Arts
309B Fairbanks HaU

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-5375

FAX: (541) 737-5372

scordray@orst.edu

Cramer, Lori A.

Assistant Professor

Sociology, Liberal Arts

309A Fairbanks Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-5382

FAX: (541) 737-5375

lcramer@orst.edu

Davis, Caryn

Science/Technical Editor

Forestry Publications, Forestry

221 FRL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-4270

FAX: (541) 737-3385

davisc@frl.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: American history,

environmental history, western U.S.

historyand literature; historyof science

and technology; former ManagingEdi
tor, Environmental Review (now Envi

ronmentalHistory Review).

Interest in sustainability: Historical

perspectives; comparative environmen

tal histories.

Dubreuil, Elizabeth

Graduate Student/USFS Researcher &

Cultural Resource Manager
ML\S, Liberal Arts

622 Conger Avenue

Klamath Falls, OR 97601

Office: (541) 885-3762

FAX: (541) 883-6709

elialive@cdsnet.net

Interest/Expertise: environmental

policy/law; American Indian issues/

law/policies; cultural resources law/

policies; USDI/USDA regulations.

Interest in sustainability: Is sustainabil

ity desirable? Is our recognition/belief
that limits exist, a limit in itself? How

can sustainability be measured—how

do cultural beliefs/perceptions affect

these measurements?

Fletcher, Rick

Professor

Forest Resources, Forestry

1849 NW Ninth Avenue

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 757-6750

rick.fletcher@ccmail.orst.edum

Frank, Robert

Professor

English, Liberal Arts



240A Moreland Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-1632

FAX:(541)7373489

rfrank@orst.edu

Hansen, Eric

Assistant Professor

Forest Products, Forestry

105 FRL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-4240

FAX: (541) 737-3385

hansenen@frl.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: forest products mar
keting; forest certification.

Interest in sustainability: the role of

business in dealing with issues of

sustainability. Market implication of

certification and sustainability.

Hayes, John

Assistant Professor

Forest Science, Forestry

242 FSL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-6589

FAX: (541) 737-1393

hayesj@fsl.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Wildlife-forestry in

teractions; ecology of wildlife in forest

ecosystems; influence of forest manage
ment on wildlife populations.

Interest in sustainability: Non-sustain-

able systems areshort-sighted and poor
stewardship. As professionals and as

citizens, I believe we should work to

ward development of sustainable sys

tems to provide resources for future

generations.

•• j;*. .'V-,; .-r-rfV*

Hess, Rebecca

Graduate Student

Forest Science, Forestry

FSL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 750-7296

hessr@ccmail.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Landscape Ecology;

plant ecology; plant anatomy, mor

phology and development; Englishlit

erature and literary theory; consensus

building; collaborative learning and in
formation sharing; communityinvolve

ment; natural areas recreation; forest

management.

Interest in sustainability: I am inter

ested in assessing and predicting the
ecological, social, and economic im

pacts of different land management

strategies across spatial and temporal

scales. I am also interested in the chal

lenge of integratingdiverse viewpoints
to achieve workable, modifiable im

provements to challenging natural re

source situations.

Hobbs, Steve

Professor

Forest Science, Forestry

124 FSL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 750-7426

FAX: (541) 750-7329

hobbss@fsl. orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Forest regeneration;

seedling ecophysiology; management

of integrated (multidisciplinary) and

cooperative research.

Kavanagh, Kathleen

Assistant Professor

Forest Resources, Forestry

2001 Marine Drive, Room 210

Astoria, OR 97103

Office: (503) 325-8573

FAX: (503) 325-7910

katy.kavanagh@orst.edu

Lach, Denise

Human Dimensions Program Director

Center for Analysis of Environmental

Change
326 Strand Agriculture Hall
Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-5471

lachd@oce.orst.edu

Lawton, Steve

Associate Professor

International Business, Business

200 Bexell

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-2158

FAX: (541) 737-4890

lawton@bus.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: International mar

keting; Foreign marketentry strategies;

International joint venture manage
ment; Regional economic integration;

Internationalization of forest industries.

Levesque, Steve

Graduate Research Assistant

Forest Engineering, Forestry

PeavyHall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 758-8260

levesqus@ucs.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Fisheries biology;

forest roads; watershed analysis.

Interest in sustainability: I believe we

are at a critical juncture in our field
where sustainable forestry may now

provide the opportunityto more effec-
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lively balance the needs of the indus

try with sound ecological stewardship

of the land.

List, Peter

Professor

Philosophy, Liberal Arts

206 Hovland Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-5649

FAX: (541) 737-2571

plist@orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Environmental eth

ics; public attitudes about forests and

forest policies; social variables that af

fect public attitudes; Aldo Leopold's

land ethic.

Interest in sustainability: Long-time
member of OSU s Sustainable Forestry

Program; interested in the relationships

between forest management philoso

phies and forests: what underlying

ideas drive forester and user behaviors

in forests?

McAlexander, Jim

Associate Professor

Management, Marketing, and Int'l
Business; Business

408 Bexell Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-3182

FAX: (541) 737-6089

mcalexand@bus.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Marketing and Con
sumer Behavior.

Interest in sustainability: Development

of markets and demand for products

that are responsibly produced. Stimu

lation of the evolution of the manage

ment mindset to foster sustainability.
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McLain, Tom

Professor/Department Head

Forest Products, Forestry

105 FRL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-4224

FAX: (541) 737-3385

mclaint@frl.orst.edu

Morrell, JefiF

Professor

Forest Products, Forestry

131 FRL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-4222

FAX: (541) 737-3385

morrellj@frl.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Wood biodeteriation

and its prevention.

Interest in sustainability: Reducing
strain on forest resources through re

ducing waste in products processing,

with a particularemphasis on limiting
deterioration.

Radosevich, Steve

Professor

Forest Science, Forestry

23 Peavy Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-6081

FAX: (541) 737-5814

radosevichs@fsl.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Sustainable forestry;

forest regeneration; weedecology; sus

tainable agriculture.

Interest in sustainability: Established,

with colleagues, the first program in
sustainable forestry (7 years ago).

Member of the original core team (3-

person team) of the Sustainable For

estry Partnership.

Recker, Richard

Executive Director

Sustainable Forestry Partnership,

Forestry

FRL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-4991

reckerr@ccmail .orst.edu

Reed, Scott

Associate Dean

Forestry

119 Peavy Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-3700

FAX: (541) 737-3008

reeds@ccmail.orst.edu

Rickenbach, Mark

Graduate Student

Forest Resources, Forestry

119 Peavy Hall
Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-2215

rickenbm@ucs.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Private forest land

owners as individuals, families, and

participants in other social groups;

Extension and outreach as tools for

helping landowners and rural commu

nities make better decisions; Rural

people, places, spaces, and communi

ties.

Interest in sustainability: How do lo

cal groups make decisions about natu

ral resource and community sus

tainability? How do they perceive and

measure the benefits and costs of these

decisions?



Shindler, Bruce

Assistant Professor/Senior Researcher

Forest Resources, Forestry

115 Peavy Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-3299

FAX: (541) 737-3049

shindleb@ccmail.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Human dimensions

of natural resource management.

Interestin sustainability: Evolving role

of managers, scientists, and citizens.

Simon-Brown, Viviane

Leadership Educator

Extension Forestry & 4-H, Extension

Service

2600 NW CollegeWay

Bend, OR 97701

Office: (541) 388-8361

FAX: (541) 383-8002

viviane.simon-brown@orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Public and commu

nity processes; environmental educa

tion; program and organizational de

velopment; voluntary simplicity; eco
system management.

Interest in sustainability: Multi-level
approaches to achieving sustainable

development (individual, family, busi
ness, community, regional, national,

global).

Simonsen, John

Associate Professor

Forest Products, Forestry

105 FRL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-4217

FAX: (541) 737-3385

simonsej@frl.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Wood preservation;

wood-polymer composites; cellulose

films and membrane; pulp extrusion.

Interest in sustainability: The planet is

in the midst of a unique transition.

How we handle this is vitally impor

tant to the earth and all life on it.

Sustainability is one of the key at
tributes of the "new lifestyle" to which

we are heading. I want to do my part

in making the transition as healthyand

peaceful as possible.

Skaugset, Ame

Assistant Professor

Forest Engineering, Forestry

259 Peavy Hall
Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 737-3283

skaugsar@ccmail.orst.edu

Stuart-Smith, Kari

PhD candidate/Forest Wildlife Ecolo-

gist. Crest BrookForest Industries

Forest Science, FSL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 752-9878

FAX: (541) 737-1393

stuartk@fsl.orst.cdu

Interest/Expertise: wildlife ecology in
managed forests; the natural/historic
distribution approach to managing for
ests; implementing ecologically based
forest practiceswith industry.

Interest in sustainability: I am interest

in working with the forest industry to

develop, implement, and monitor eco

logically based forest management
plans. To do so, I am trying to build

partnerships between industry,

academia, and government.

Tappeiner, John

Professor and Senior Research Forester

Forest Resources, Forestry

2 FSL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 750-7359

FAX: (541) 758-7761

tappeini@ccmail.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Silvicultureand for

est ecology.

Interest in sustainability: Interested

from the point of view of sustaining
site productivity and native biota . . .

while producingwood.

Vanderbilt, Kristen

Graduate Student

Forest Science, Forestry

FSL

Corvallis, OR 97331

Office: (541) 750-7393

FAX: (541) 737-1393

vanderbk@ccmail.orst.edu

Interest/Expertise: Nitrogen cycling in

forested ecosystems; datamanagement;
statistics.

Interest in sustainability: Forest man

agement practices that promote
sustainability; decision-making among
people/countries having different val
ues, economic status.

Washburn, Michael

Graduate Associate

School of Forest Resources & Sustain

able Forestry, Penn State University.

7 Ferguson Bldg.
University Park, PA 16802

Office: (814) 863-7912

FAX: (814) 865-6275

mpwl27@psu.edu
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Interest/Expertise: Private forest land

owners and landowner associations;

forest-based recreation management;
forest policy; state and federal legisla

tion; taxation and regulation.

Interest in sustainability: Practical: 1.

Facilitating linkages between and

among diverse stakeholders, including

policymakers, landowners, resource

managers, and consumers. 2. Provid

ing research based information, refer

ral, and consulting oriented toward
addressing the practical challenges of

sustainable forestry.

Philosophical: How do viefairly meet

the needs of people, and other mem

bers of Leopold's "community" over
time? How do we win the race between

ever-increasing resource utilization

rates, and a resource base that is likely

not to produce at an equally accelerat

ing rate?
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Appendix D

Facilitation Guidelines for
Break-out Discussions

As a workshop participant, you
may be asked to facilitate or record

during oneor more of thesmall group
discussions. Becauseof limited time, it

is important that groups quickly as

semble and begin an orderly process of
getting acquainted and beginning
work. Each discussion session will be

provided several relevant questions.
Groups will be assigned one primary
question on which to focus for about

the first 30 minutes. An acetate over

head template and pens will be pro- g
vided for recording the output from
your discussion. This overhead may
then be used in reporting back to the
whole group. After developing a re
sponse to the primary question, you
may elect to discuss any of the addi
tional questions. These responses may
then be used to supplement output
from the group having respective pri
mary responsibility.

Attached are some general guide
lines that describe the role of facilita

tor and recorder. For our exercise,

someone must also agree to serve as a
reporter. Discussiongroups are free to
select any member for that role. With

five different break-out sessions, par
ticipants will have opportunities to
contribute in several different ways.
The following steps are suggestions for
beginning produaivediscussions when
your discussion group has assembled.

Facilitators

1. Be thefirst to arrive at the groups
designated location. Welcome par

ticipants as they arrive. Ask that

people prepare by taking a seat
and begin thinking about the pri
mary question.

When the group is complete, ask
for brief introductions from each

participant. Introduce yourself

first after describing a suggested
protocol that can serve as an ice

breaker. Example-. "Please provide
you name, departmental affilia

tion, and identify somethingthat
made you smile in the last 24

hours".

Review the primary question and

remindparticipants that a consoli
dated group response is the ex
pectedproduct of your discussion.

Use a nominal group process to

allow each member to suggest one
idea or response that the recorder
will write in abbreviated form on

the flip chart. Even while facilita

tor, you arealso a group member,
so be prepared to offer your own
response, too. Proceed around the

group in sequence, allowing each
person to provide an idea. This is

not the time to evaluate or discuss

anyone's idea!Th.a.t is reserved for

the next phase after all relevant

responses have been exhausted. It

is acceptable for a participant to
simply agree with a response al

ready recorded, or to pass without
responding. The important feature

of this process is that every per
son have an explicit opportunity
to respond.

Depending upon the natureof the
question, two (or more) rounds

may be required to complete the

list of responses. To close the idea
generation phaseof the discussion,

ask if anyone has an additional

item not previously identified.

Then ask for clarification of any
item that have been identified.

This is the time for further defi

nition and/or defense of a

members ideas.

6. After the refinement provided by
Step 5, suggest a process for

achieving a consensus report. De
pending upon the nature of the

question and list of ideas, mem

bers might be asked to indicate
their top three (two, five, etc.)

items from a larger list. The re
corder (or reporter) can then

transfer the prioritized list to the

transparency template. Alterna

tively, if the question does not

generate a listof responses, askfor
someone to recap what they be
lieve captures the essence of the
group's perspective based upon
discussion and flip chart notes.

Recorders

1. Write the primaryquestion at the

top of the first flip chart sheet.

2. Record key words using speakers'
words {not what recorder thinks

should be recorded).

3. Misspelling is okay!

4. Change colors between thoughts/
ideas/bullets.

5. Work through the facilitator.
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Sponsors

The Office of the Provost

The Sustainable Forestry Partnership, supportedby
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

The College of Forestry

The College of Liberal Arts

The Program for Ethics, Science and Environment,
Department of Philosophy


